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VOLUME

FOOTBALL TIED

EVENING, DECEMHEK 2, 1905.
ONE THOUSAND

SLEUTH JAILED THE BORGIAS WHO WILL

AT PRINCETON

BE

SHOT

Americans at Chihuahua.

CAME AT PHILADELPHIA

The
N. J., Dec. 2.
foot ball game, which will
he played on Brockaw Field this af-ternoon between the picked teams of
the Military Academy at West Point
and the Annapolis Naval Academy,
has attracted many thousands of foot
hall enthusiasts and others, specially
'nterested In the game because of
their connection with the army or
navy service.
President Roosevelt,
memthe members of the cabinet, the many
bers of the diplomatic corps and
high officers of the army and navy,
have been invited to attend the game,
nd there- will be a large and brilliant
on the grand
crowd of spectators
stand. The latter holds about 30,000
f
people, and while
of the seats
was allotted, inequal parts, to the men
from Annapolis and West Point, the
other half was reserved tor the Prlnce-loExalumni and undergraduates.
tensive preparations have been made
for the accommodation of the large
TowdB. All army and navy officers
will be entertained at the Princeton
Inn and the cadets at the new gymnasium of the University, where they will
be the guests of the University at
luncheon. The entire lower floor of
University Hall has been turned over
to a caterer, and between two and
three thousand persons can be fed
there. The old gymnasium and some
of the class rooms on the upper floor
of University Hall have also been put
in requisition fo restnurant purposes.
All the gate receipts, after the expenses of constructing
the grand
ptnnd and "the management have been
deducted, will be turned over to the
fund for orphans and wives of those
who have served in the. army and
navy.
i '
Princeton,

Army-Nav-
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Brilliant Gathering and Gorgeous Display of Numerous Decorations.
ANOTHER
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El Paso, Texas, Dec. 2. Indeed remarkable is the detective story behind the conviction of C. T. Richardson, William Mason and Dr. Frank
Harle, who are to be shot for murder at Chihuahua, Mexico. They are
charged with poisoning two fellow
Americans, on whose lives they collected $25,000 from the New York
Life Insurance company.
The claims had long been paid
when the company's solicitor discovered both had been attested by the
same doctor, although one death had
occurred In Texas, and that one check
had come back with Richardson's Indorsement upon It.
By this time Richardson had moved
to EI Paso. A detective named Oray
was sent there with his whole family, and posed as a lumber buyer. One
day Richardson, who is really L. C.
Hullmrt, an attorney, who ran a "divorce mill" and who left Rochester,
N. Y., under n Indictment for forgery, spoke to Gray's little daughter,
and a close acquaintanceship with the
detective sprang up. Hulburt suggested a Bcheme to beat the insur
ance company out of $50,000, he
claiming to have experience.
Gray
sent to New York for John H. Evans,
a former detective. Incurably ill of
consumption and Bright's disease, to
pose as his brother-in-law- .
William
Mitchell, a pal of Hulburt, was sub
stituted In the medical examination
and Evans was accepted as a risk.
This trick precipitated the arrest
of Hulburt, Mitchell and the detect
ive, who was still posing as one of
the gang. A detective working on
the outside, says the gang was already plotting to kill Gray. In prison
Mitchell chanced to discover Gray
was a detective, and for two months

feigned o be In a trance to escape
punishment. He was fed with milk
through a tube in the nose. He baffled efforts to expose him with needles
In the skin and by plunging him suddenly Into cold water. But he finally
betrayed himself when he became
bowling drunk on whiskey mixed with
the milk.
Dr. Harle, who had certified to both
deaths in the fraudulent policies, was
enticed to TJexas from Mexico and
also arrested. When "sweated,"
he
revealed enough to make the detectives certain of convicting the gang
in Mexico, whither the whole crowd
was extradited. There the case was
fought for three years by the accused, and this story developed:
When Hulburt skipped from Rochester he took with liim a former stenographer, Helen Mitchell, as his second
wife. Under the name of Richardson
agency.
he secured the insurance
With him came to live his wife, a
brother Harry and his alleged wife.
Delia Harter. They got Harry insur-- 1
ed In a regular manner for $15,000 in j
favor of his sister, Mrs. Hulburt. He
dropped off suddenly while dancing lu
the courtyard with Delia Harter on
February 11, 1902. Dr. Harle said it
was spinal meningitis.
It was strychnine.
Right on top of this case Hulburt
got James Devers. a derelict mining
man, Insured for $10,000 without his
knowledge, Devers having been in
duced to pose as a half brother of
William Mitchell, alias Mason, and another Rochester lawyer who came
upon the scene. Devers failed to die
fast enough on whiskey Impregnated
with bichloride of mercury, so has wm
full of
fed on a chunk of cheese
strychnine, which secured, the desired
result in a hurry, on Febraury 22.
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Bills They

CLOUDY WEATHER DID NOT
INTERFERE WITH GAME.
Princeton, Dec." 2. Princeton was

RU8SIA

WORKMEN ON BELEN CUT OFF
BLOWN UP BY GIANT POWDER

Joseph Johnson and Peter McGann are the Victims.
Foreman Melsaacs Miraculously
Escaped Death.

Introduce.

of
;aily decorated with thousands
pennants today in honor of the annual football game between the army DEMOCRATS
The
and navy football elevens.
.veather is cloudy.
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AGREE ON WILLIAMS

S SEALED

UP IN A JUG
London, Dec. 2. Communication
between
and St. Petersburg
via the Great Northern Telegrapn
company, was severed this afternoon,
Messages were received this morning
but nothing has reached here since
noon. The company's officials In London are unable to communicate wCr
their office In St. Petersburg. They
have no information as to the cause
of the stoppage.
News is Confirmed.
Berlin, Dec. 2. The Imperiiil Telethat
announces
graph department
the only Russian point still accessible
by wire is Kielt.
Communication
with St. Petersburg, via Copenhagen,
has been Interrupted since morulng.
SHIP SUNK
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Special to The Evening Citizen.
Belen, N. M., Dec. 2. Yesterday
morning while thawing out
some giant powder preparatory to making the final blasts In the big
7
cut at Camp No. 2 In Abo canyon, Joe Johnson and Peter McGann
were blown up.
The latter was Instantly killed, while the former lived for several
hours after the explosion.
John Melsaacs, one of the camp foremen, who was within ten feet
of where the powder Exploded, very miraculously escaped, suffering
only a temporary !"Sfn essfrom which he ie rapidly recovering.
The cause of the explosion will probably never be known, for the 4"
men killed were the only ones who would have been capable of ax- plaining. Not being able to locate any members of the dead mens' 4
families, the men have been buried her in the canyon.
--

OFF TO

McCALL

PARIS

AND

PART OF CREW LOST.
Dover, Eng., Dec. 2. The Belgian
steamer Phillippesville, from Antwerp
for Congo, reports a sinking steamer,
name not given, southwest of Dungen-es- s
early today. The Phillippesville
picked up seven of the crew of the
sinking vessel and proceeded to
Southampton.'
suns: was
The steamer reported
later learned to be the Harlow Long.
Four members of iher crew are missing. Nine were saved.
EMPEROR WAS
FORCED TO SIGN.
Che Foo, Dec. 2. Private
letters
from Korea, tend to confirm recent reports from Pekln that the Korean emperor was practically forced at. the
point of bayonets to enter Into an
agreement with the Japanese. The
emperor's seal was affixed to the documents by his order and resulted in
a panlo inside of the palace.
KOREAN

J

surance, through his counsel. Attorney
General Hadley, F. W. Lehmann and
John M. Wood, today filed in th
United States circuit court his reply
to the New York Life Insuranco company in the proceedings recently instituted by that company to overthrow his order revoking Its Missouri
license.
Superintendent
Vandlver charged
at the time he ordered their licenso
revoked that the New York Life had
forfeited its right to cont inue business1
n Missouri. He cited the testimony
brought out before the New York le
gislative investigating committee to
and
the effect that President McCall four-years
his associates had during the
last past, spent large sums of
money to secure desired legislation
and In campaign fund contributions.
In his reply filed today he accuses
President McCall of debauching public morals, corrupting legislation and
s,
looting the funds of the
by extravagant ventures and
reckless speculation.
The answer filed fills ten typewritten pages. It contains direct and
severe attacks on President McCall,
Vice President Geo. W. Perkins and
other officers of the New York Life,
It directs specific atentlon to th
charge that McCall and Perkins hav
in bad and questionable real estate investments, lost $7,000,000 of the company's money.
mainVandlver
Superintendent
tains that the Missouri Insurance de- partment has a right to require insuranco companies doing business In
the state to manage their affairs la
a proper manner and to insist on the)-,
electiou of new officers and the adoptlon of methods that will insure safely for the funds of the policy holders.
By agreement among the attorneys
the case waa set for hearing Dec 27.
policy-holder-

M'CALL OFF FOR
PARIS TO FETCH HAMILTON.
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
New York, Dec. 2. John C. McCall,
secretary of the New York Life Insurance company, sailed today oif th
steumer Luciana, for Paris, to try to
induce Andrew Hamilton, to whotn
the New York Life has paid thousands of dooars, to return to this
country and testify before the insurance Investigating committee. TodaT
OWNS A FA I MARE
he very much
McCall said that
return to th
Hamilton's
doubted
concluded the festivity.
The emP. B. Luckslnger, who went to Phoe- United tSates, but that he expected to
peror attended divine service In the
last evening, expects to return bring back a statement which was
morning and received the cabinet and nix
to
Albuquerque
the race meet- beliig prepared by Hamilton.
members of the imperial household ing there next after
week and remain in
later In the day.
the city for he winter. Mr. LuckslnBACK
ger always comes to Albuquerque dur- "GOLDir IS
FOR REORGANIZING
ing the cold months at Monroe, WisFROM' DETROIT
consin, his home, and is always welCOTTON ASSOCIATION comed by a host of friends.
Mr.
Luckslnger Is a great lover of horse MICHIGAN'S AIR IS TOO DAMP
FOR HIS THROAT.
All flesh and owns a black mare with a
Little Rock, Ark., Dec. 2.
mark of 14
which has been seen
Upon his return
th,e ,1oc.ttI
ship meetings are held today, to elect'??
"Fred Goldsmith has sold his bil'
delegates to county meetings which Mr. Lucksinger intends to give his liard business," in bold, black-facewtti he held next Saturday, to elect stftpper a little warming up from time type, is the second story head of aa
delegates to the state meeting to be to time.
article In tho Detroit Journal, anheld here on January 2d, for the purnouncing the departure of "Goldle"
LITERARY CLIB MET
pose of reorganizing
the Southern
back to the west and Albuquerque.
Cotton Assocltlon. The importance of
"Fred Goldsmith, for seven years
the association Is thoroughly recogAt the meeting of the Tuesday Lit- ono of the most prominent pitchers in
nized all through the south, and the erary club held recently at the home the National league, in the days when
funnels, as well as bankers, manu- of Mrs. W. L. Edgar, the following 'Cap. Anson's team was the real
thing," the article said, "will leave tofacturers and others, are taking great program was rendered:
night for Albuquerque In search of
Interest in the various preliminary
Roll call.
meetings. Similar meetings are held
A bit of description from Shakeshealth.
today in ail other cotton states of the peare.
"'Goldle,' as he Is known by all of
south. At the state meetings in the
Class Study Merchunt of Venice, his friends, has sold out his billiard
various cotton states the delegates Act III. .Mrs. Hlckey.
and pool business to Fred Striker. The
elected by the county meetings will
Paper "The Jews iu England." winters of the north undermine his
elect the state officers for VJu6 and Mrs. Asplund.
health.
also the members of the executive
Paper
"Before going to the southern clime
"Shakespeare's
Clowns,"
committee of the Southern Cotton As- Mrs. Forbes.
'Goldle' will stop off at Chicago to fan
sociation. The executive commltte
Talk "Does rortla Tel! Bassanlo with 'Pop' Anson and the base ball
will meet at Hot Springs. Ark., on the Which Casket Contains His Portrait," moglils who are now In the Windy
third Tuesday in January, and will Mrs. Newcomer.
City for the American league annual."
then elect the officers of the Cotton
Talk "Wits Shakespeare Ever In
Mr. Goldsmith wilt be remembered
Italy?" Mrs. Stone.
Association for (he ensuing year.
here as the man who held the Indicator on the base hall tournament of
t the twenty-fourtannual territorial
fair aud last w inter presided as
of athletics at the A. A. A.
WORK
'gymnasium. He says thai the Mien-- j
ivau air is too damp for him. He has
taroat (rouble.
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"ME TOO"

SAYS

YOUNG

D

4

YOUNG

4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
4 4 4 4
Albany, N. Y., Dec 2. The persisators and representatives are arriving tent rumor that Chauncey M. Depew
here In large numbers and every- had resigned his United States sa-torshl- p
WAYS
thing is getting ready for the opening
was denied by Governor Hig-gltoday.
of congress. Many of the members
are loaded down with bills, which they
intend to Introduce at the earliest op- NOT ON YOUR
portunity. The democratic members
SAYS OUR UNCLE CHAUNCEY.
of the house will hold a caucus this
New York, Dec. 2. Senator Depew
afternoon to nominate officers of the was asked
NineWashington, D. C, Dec. 2.
if he haS resigned
house. The republican caucus will be as senator. today
He said: "I have never teen years ago today, at St. George's
held in the evening.
given the matter a thought. It is ab- church, Hanover Square, London,
surd. That is good as a denial. I
WHAT DEMOCRATS DID
am tired of making denials of un- Canon Gutheridge performed the cereIN MATTER OF SPEAKER. pleasant question."
mony which made Tueodore RooseWashington, Dec. 2. The demo
velt, now president of the United
crats of the house today unanimously PLATT SAYS irS TOO
States, and Miss Edith Carew, of New
nominated John Sharp Williams of
ABSURD FOR DENIAL. York, man and wife. Cauou GutherMississippi for speaker of the house.
Washington, Dec. 2. Senator Piatt, idge was selected because he was a
of New York, upon being asked today cousin of the bride, who was then
SANTA FE TRAIN
concerning the report that he Intend traveling in Europe with Tier mother
to resign his seat In the senate, and sister.
KILLED HORSE ed
replied:
The president put In a lurge part of
"The report Is too absurd
to deny."
the day by attending the football game
Some weeks ao a fine road horse
at Princeton, a part of his family and
owned bv .1. F. Magulre, superinten- JEWISH WOMEN
a number of friends being with him.
FOR
dent of the Itlo Grande Woolen Mills
The remainder of the day was obcompany, was struck by a freight
served at the White House In the
UNADULTERATED
FOOD
train on the Santa Fe railroad at a
usual quiet manner. The preside nt atpoint near the "mill and as a result
tended to his official duties as on any
New York, Dec. 2.
the animal had to be killed. Mr. Ma
The New York other day, and held several confergnlre filed a claim for daniuges with j section of the Council of Jewish ences with the members of te cublnet
Women has decided to start an active and other officials. Members of the
the agent at Topeka.
This morning Mr. Maguire was call- campaign In favor of pure food and cabinet and many personal friends of
ed before the claim adjuster for the I'iils evening the movement will
be the president remembered the day by
rallroud company. Jose G. Chaves, and formally launched at a public meeting servllng flowers aud congratulations
the ma'ter was satisfactorily adjusted. in Mendelssohn Hall.
Among the 'to the White House, but there was no
Mr. Maguire valued the horse at $125. speakers will be the spongers for the attempt at a formal celebration. It Is
pure food bill In the United States rumored that President
Roosevelt
ENGLISH EVANGELIST'S
senate. Senator Heyhurn of Idaho, again followed his usual custom of
MISSION IN ALBANY. and Senator McCumber of North Da- presenting
Mrs. Roosevelt with a
Albiiny. X. Y.. Dec. 2.
The Rev. kota, also Dr. Harvey W. Wiley, chief handsome addition to her collection of
Dr. William J. Dawnoii of Iudon. the of the Bureau of Chemistry in the 'jewelry in honor of the anniversary.
noted author, lecturer and evangelist, Agricultural Department, Washington. in the evening a few Intimate friends
begins an eight days' misgion here to- 1). C: Nathan Straus and Mr. I.ederle. of the Roosevelt family
ill dine at
day. The first meeting, which will be former president of the New
the While House.
held In t;ie First Lutheran church, this
of Health.
evening, will be exclusively for pasThe senators will lire the necessity HOW EMPEROR JOSEPH
tors and Christian workers, and prom- for national legislation. Dr. Wiley
CELEBRATED ACCESSION.
V
ises to attract a large attendance. To- will speak on the evils or a,lttlr"rtei
h
Dec. 2. The flf
Vienna.
morrow afternoon a large mass meet- food ami drugs. Dr. I.ederle will anniversary of the accession to the
ing will be held in the State Street speak on conditions In this city, and throne of Emperor Fraiic!
Joseph
Presbyterian Church, and In the even- - Mr. Straus will give pru tical illust ra was celebrated in all parts of the inon-- j
ing nearly all the churches of the lions on the necessity for slate con-cit- archy today. It wan on the 2d of De-- I
DAILY AND DEADLY
will lie closed and a great union jtrol. derived from his work In dis- cemlier. 114.S, when the young prince1
McLEOD NOT GUILTY
service will be held in the Emmanuel trlbutlng milk among the pimr of New was proclaimed emperor, after his!
IN SUIT CASE CRIME.
York-- .
Baptist Church on State street.
uncle, unable to cope with the situaBoston. Mass., Dec. 2. A verdict of
tion, during the r- v lutionary uprising
New York, Dec. 2. Three laborers t'liim, tli. losx would have been apnot guilty was reported In the superior
of that memorable jear, had abdicated were killed und'four others seriously palling.
t today by a Jury whicu last night
coin
the throne and s light safety in flight I. 'lit toduy in Hi' Erie railroad tunAt the mine It is said that a deliberated on the case ot Dr. Percy
During th long nel 'n Jersey City. They were stru
from ttie capital.
inowu" shot was the cause of the D. Mcl.e i'l, charged with being au acrcitin of Francis Joseph. Austria has by the liLin knoun as the Western d.saster.
A small shift of eighteen cessory after the fa-illegal
to
passed through many a s?noiu crttls. Flyer, which rounded a curve u short tnei! were working 4.(iu fwei elown In 'operation which resulted in the
the
death
J
i ciii
them iunl was upon the mine, knocking down coal to be ot
and although the emperor was liever a tl.Muiii'r
Geary, the victim of the
IN MADISON
stionj; character, his kindness ;.n the little party before the meu had taken out by the day shift. Presum- dress suit tragedy. The prisoner was
tact had won for him the universal time to b'cp tf il.e track where they ably, the men were close together in discharged.
respect and love or ins peopii and wi h' working One ,.ian was kllleu :i bunch when the "blown" shot of
In
New York, Dec. 2.
Tonight will lia been the turning out
f some nahled him to guide the hip i,f sta;e ' ),.i:i.nli. l.m.1 te... ill,,...
giant pow ! r exploded. At the main WON'T STAND SULTAN'S
see the beginning of the greatest great ritiers. The season on the other thr.r ugii stormy political seas w ithout a short time afterwards from their olfices l; la
that the workings;
DELAYS ANY LONGER
bicycle tournament ever held in Madi- side of the ocean being practically serious trouble.
Few
.,
.
ru'en have lllj'llies.
,
.
,
are not materially damaged and that
.hJ
son Square Garden, and a gathering ended, these crack riders were
been more universally level by
shipping
usual
be
will
(he
lis
mine
R
quarhighest
Presi,
E
KILl-tlu
Associated
the
SHIFT
WH'Jl
of crack wheelmen from all partB of slow in grasping the opportunity tol'luii subjects that- Francis
output
in a few days.
ters today, that the powers, after
'N UTAH MINE TXPLOSION.
the world, as New York has never compete with the American riders for'a. d the sad fa.e. which hm re bel
carefully examining the sultan's latest
Salt Lake. Dec. 2. An explosion
seen before.
The principal event, the laurels. Besides Vanderstyft and the venerable ruler of his beautiful
Chicago Live Stock.
cejunler proposals, have decided to
which has attracted an unusual num- Stoll, the Belgian-Hollanteam that consort and his only son, the hope of occurred late last night In a mine at
Chicago. Dec. 2. Cattle
Receipts, reject them and actively renew the
ljiumoiiilville which caused a heavy
ber of foreign bicycle experts,
will finished second last year, a number the empire, has only strengthened
loss of life. One telegram states that ion; market steady; beeves, $3(?it.70; demonstration in Turkish waters ou
not begin until tomorrow evening, but of the best riders from France, Swltz-,tbonds of sympathy existing
J.5uti Monday, with the probable seizure of
eighteen men were killed. AnotheT cows, $1.4iifi 4..".ti; heifers,
Germany, Italy, Holland, Hi - tween the emperor anil bis people,
there will be enough offered to lovers
4!"0;
Vt'ul; g.od to prime the islands of Letniios and Imbros.
of the racing sport tonigUt, to satisfy gium and England have come to enter
The bells of ail churches were kept sis hat 'toin eighteen to Iwenty- - steers. calves.
I'itTi 7 50 ;
poor to medium.
the most exacting. The program for the lists and compete with the Ameri- - ringing for a lone time early thid vc vr.re caugh' .n the; iu'i,e wh'-If S'tfiO; stockers and feeders, $2.j.
Kansas City Live Stock.
the openeing tonight includes a num- cans for the championship of the morning in honor of the anniversary, the explosion occ nrred.
Through telephone communication t.Wi.
Mo., Ivc. 2. Cattle
Kansas
races, among world. The foreigners are very hope-- Nearly all busine ss was suspended,
ber of championship
Sheep Receipt. 2.(100; market was l?..r..i ..t .j City.
i
motor-paceIn their best. with t:ie mine 'ithce-rthem a
..' Diaviond-v'li- c strong;
...!..
interna- fill and liave made considerable bets land the people, dies.-e- d
sheep.
Xaii&5Ht
yearlings,
i
ruc-en,
n
ji
x5')fftH: southern steer.
that
tional championship match race and that the y would win the con st. Some Paraded on the Hums' rass.e. gat tided
t Uvo s.ers
a race for the amateur championship of the teams have brought their train- in enormous crowds around the Ilurz. til a ho were in the mit.e working, I4.urtii5.15; lambs. $5.75 7.75
,2.f.ot?j4; southern cows.
3. '.'5; native cows and heifers, lift a: Bteckers
of America.
ers with them. The eix-urace wii'. and, in the arte rn oii. streamed down weie killed. Nearly all of theoe were
Wool.
St.
Louis
English
Bicycle raeing in Europe and Aus- begin at the garden tomorrow even- to the Prater, where? military baieia
miners At 11 o'clock five
and feeders, t?.5u4j 4.&U; bulls, :i&4:
St. Louis,, Mo.. IK'C. 2
Wo.il mar-- calve
cu recovered. Had Hie
$'J
tralia has had a tremendous boom ing at 9 o'clock, and will undoubtedly played for the entertainment of the bodies had
i.5n; western cow s, f
i
rn :l fi'i.
during the past year, ami the result
..e : a large crowd of spectators.
crowds. Iu the evening fireworks full n'aht force been ;l work In the ket, steady and uuchatigd.
Was-hington-

PRESIDENT ATTENDS WITH
DISTINGUISHED PARTY.
President
Washington, Dec 2.
Roosevelt left Washington at 8 o'clock
this morning for Princeton, N. J., to
witness the annual football game
the teams representing the naIn t
val and military academies.
president's immediate party were:
Mrs. Roosevelt, Miss Ethel Roosevelt,
Secretary and Miss Root, and several
others. During the first half of the
same the president was on the na??
side of the field and during the second
half on the army side.
More than fc5 detectives from a
private agency in New York an,d thirCity were
ty policemen from Jer-added to the local force to preserve
order at the university field.
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SENATOR PLATT

-

T

5T

k

signing as United States
'
Senator.

Will

0PLN

ballot boxes and for the service of
writs of mandamus orders on
counsel and election Inspectors were
made today by legal counsel for Wm.
R. Hearst, in his contest for the New
York mayoralty electiou, These plans
were made at a meeting of the counsel called to consider the isc'"",,,s
of inaccuracies shown by the opeataf
ua.y.
of four baitoi luu

i

of

JUST

6.000

4

Thought

BOXES

Right

Jefferson City, Mo., Dec. 2. W. IX
Preparations
New York, Dec. 2.
for asking the court to open 1,000 Vandlver, state superintendent of in-

INDIGNANT DENIAL
Never

FOUR

THAN HIS FIRST

of Missouri
Commission to Banish It
From State.

Inspector, Claims

Inacuracies

--

Many Are Loaded Down With He

COUNSEL STRONGER

Demand Being Based on

'SENATOR DEPEW'S

ARRIVING RAPIDLY

ISSUED ON

Also On IE lection

i

CONGRESSMEN ARE

STROM ANSWER

Hearst Asks That They New York Life Officials
Charged With Grave
be Opened and 6,000
Offenses.
Mandamus

Game Between Navy and
Army Clubs Ends in Almost Becomes Third Victim of Plots to Swindle
Insurance Company Death Sentence For
Six to Six.
IS VIEWED

VAND1VER FILES

BALLOT BOXES

MEXICO

CHIHUAHUA,

IN

NUMBER 30:i

,

D. C.i Dec. 2.

Sen-

DIFFERENT

ns

TO CELEBRATE

IMPORTANT

TIN-TYP-

ANNIVERSARIES

4,

Result of Game.
Princeton, N. J., Dec.
score: Army, C; Navy, 6.
FAMOUS

PLAY

--

Kin al

IN

PHILADTLPHIA TODAY.
In place
Philadelphia. Pa., Dec. 2.
foot ball game,
of the Army-Navwhich Is the usual attraction at
Franklin Field on the first Saturday
;.n December, an Intercollegiate game
if association foot ball will be played
fhis afternoon. The contest will be
between the team of Toronto University, the champions of Canada, and
'hat of the University of Pennsylvania. A large attendance Is expected.
y

d

j

j

CALENDAR

DAY

FCR

;

SCOTTISH
A LARGE

RITE

MASONS

CLASS TAKE THE RITE

FROM CONY T. BROWN
CORRO.

OF

SO-

York-Boar-

This Is a calendar day for the
d
degree Masons of Now
Mexico and Arizona. Today at the
Masonic Temple, t'ouy T. brown, of
Socorro, acting under authority of
Vlaxlmilllan Krost, 3rd, honorable inspector general deputy of the supreme
degrees
ouncil, is communicating
from the fourth to the thirty-seconf the Ancient and Accepted Scottish
Kite of Free Masonry upon a class of
Masons from Arizona, Including Frank
11.
Strong aud Mux. Levy of
hlrty-thir-

d,

Albu--Tierqu- e.

I

The Masons from Arizona were E.
Gibson, J. I). McCully, John Kin-.luO. S. Kendall und W. H. Plumb.
n.

US

BECKEtf

HIM

$25,000

CONSIGNMENT
SCOURED AT LOCAL MILLS, SOLD TO BROWN
& ADAMS FOR 61 CENTS.

Vandewart, representing Urown
Adams, of Boston, today closed a
contract with F. A. Becker, representing Gus. Becker or Spriuger-vill- e.
Arizona, for 360 bags of scoured
wool, thus closing a sale aggregating
tj.iMiii. The price paid was 61 cents.
The wool was hauled by wagon
from Sprlngerville to Magdalena, and
.shipped by rail to the Albuquerque
Hcouring mills, where it has just been
removed from the grease. The consignment is considered one of the
fl nest
ever shipped from the local
mills, and brought the lop price.
A.

ACCIDENTS CONTINUE TO
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-

GREATEST BICYCLE TOURNAMENT
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The Citizen Publishing Company
F.ntofd at

CITIZENS OF LAS CRUCES

-
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mails aft
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matter.
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Telegrams
From Washington Published in the

the Great Mesilla Valley

A BE L

Afternoon Ditpatchei.
largast City and County Circulation.
The Larroat Nm Mexico Circulation.
tarpt North. Arizona Circulation.

AnniaM Prwi

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION:
malt

rear

advance

Ivy
In
m
hw mail,
month
I7 by mail, one year

prr

$5.00
M
2.U0

Dally by Carrier, 60c per month
Tm Evrmiho Cmr.ru will b drltirwd In th.
city at the Inw rate of 20 ffnU per week, or for BO
month. whn pawl nvmthly.

ma pr

JUvertisIng Rales

Wade Known on Application

8abaerirwrs will confer a favor by notifying ua
y
of th papw.
iiwudiattity on any
to
A II kHtm am) rvmittanrm ahouM be addi-nowTun CmucH Ft'Ri.isHiNO Compant. Draft,
cttarka, pontoftVe and vxprcra money order
muat be made payable to the order of the
tmrepany.

our ULiaHoaii!

Automatic

Colorado
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Fashionable Wedding.
Invitations have been issued to the
marriage of Miss Kitty Silverton and
Mr. Reginald Bclsize, to take place at
the Elks' opera house on Tuesday
night, and to he participated in by
Jules Murry'a Comedy company, headed by clever Alice Johnson. This

Over

Special to The Citizen.
ljtH Cruces, N. M., Dee. 2. There
is great and general rejoicing in Dona
Ana county over, the receipt of telegrams published In The Citizen the
other day and also telegrams from
District Attorney H. B. Holt and others who are now at the national capital, stating that the government has
made public announcement of the appropriation of the sura of 1200,000 for
immediate work upon the construction of the diversion dam in (he Rio
Grande, preliminary to the construction of the main Elephant Butte reservoir.
Mr. Holt went to Washington several days ago to look after the interests of he territory In the matter,
and it is evident from the wording of
his telegram that almost immediate
success attended his efforts. The anIs
nouncement
from Washington
taken to mean that nothing now
stands in the way of 4he completion
of this great project, so far as the
government is concerned.
The desire of the government for
pledges of support of its project to
the extent of 110,000 acres of irrigable lnnd in the Rio Grande valley in
Dona Ana county ha neen followed by
pledges of 119,000 acres to the Water
Users' association,
which will hold
these lands la trust until the annual
'

rentals therefrom equal the sum

HAD ENOUGH HUNTING
HOME

DID NOT GET NEW
MEXICO PRISONERS

VIOLA-

LAWS TO BE
THAT IMMEDITRINIDAD OFFICERS FEAR TROUATELY.
BLE FROM APODACA'S FRIENDS
AT FOLSOM.
Page B. Otero, fish and game warden of the territory, is In receipt of
Daniel Pad ilia, a depuy sheriff of
a letter from Captain John F. Fuller-toof the mounted police, stating Folsom, N. M., who came here Sunarmed with warrants for the arthat the Indiana, who have been giv- day, of
Frank Trujillo and Tifllla Aring a great deal of trouble of late by rest
ignoring the game laws, and killing chuleta, charging thein with the murdeer out of season, have been ordered der of Luis Apoiiaca last Thursday
back to their respective reservations, morning in Union county, N. M., relast evening with
and that nearly all of them have com- turned to his home says
out the deputies,
the Trinidad
plied with the order.
In addition to the orders of the Chronicle.
After killing Apodaca Trujillo and
mounted police it is stated that runcame directly to Trinidad
ners from the different pueblos were Archuleta
sent out to warn the Indians that they and gave themselves up to Sheriff
had best return as the officers of the Davis, making a full report to the
law were after them. About 150 Pu sheriff of the matter.
The men are still being held under
eblos, Apaches and Navajos who had
been hunting jn western New Mex arrest by the sheriff, although they
ico, are reported to have returned to are not in custody, and the sheriff
refused to let the New
deputy
their reservations, but not before they have
them. Sheriff Davis fears that
had secured a number of does and
the men would have trouble at the
bucks.
of Apodaca's friends, should
Private Myers, of the mounted po- hands
they be taken to Folsom at this time.
lice, who has been in Santa Fe the The
New Mexico man guaranteed the
past few days on business connected
with his duties, stated to Warden deputies protection, but the manner In
Otero that almost all of the Indians which the Inquest was conducted did
that the deputy
had returned to their reservations and not satisfy the sheriff
pueblos. Speaking further of the mat- could make his guarantee good.
When the sheriff is ready to let the
ter, Private Myers said:
"These red skins have absolutely no New Mexico authorities have Trujillo
regard for the game laws.
They and Archuleta, he will accompany
himself and take along enough
seem to think that as long as there tbero
deputies to insure them protection.
are deer to shoot they have the priviA brother ' of Luis Apodaca, who
lege of killing them, no matter whethwas killed, Is said to be of a very reer It is in season or not. We have vengeful
succeeded in arresting a number and position spirit, and from parties In a
to know it Is learned that he
hope, by confiscating their arms and
that he would avenge the
ammunition and fining them, or con- declared
fining them in Jail for a while;' to killing of his brother. He Is known
to be a daring, desperate fellow, and
teach thein a lesson."
dangerous when aroused.
Mr. Otero states that as yet he has extremely
He could easily gather a number of
had no advices from the commissionhis kind around him for the purpose
er of Indian affairs at Washington as of
revenge, and the stand Sheriff Dato what the authorities Intend to do in
vis la taking at this time meets the
the matter in reference to the letters approval
of all
citizens.
he has sent the commissioner on the
Robert T. Yeaman, county attorney.
question of the government's charges
Is
behind Sheriff Davis In the stand
disobeying the law, but states that he
he has taken, and stated this morndoes not propose to wait much longer ing
that if the governor of the terriupon the government to take matters
In hand, and that In the event of the tory issued requisition papers that he
Indians repeating the offence, meas- would fight them to a standstill
he would let the deputies be
ures will be taken by the mounted
police and deputy game wardens to taken to Folsom as he considers it
would be unsafe
for them at this
stop them.
time.
The successful bidder will be reThe Season of Indigestion.
quired to furnish sufficient bond
The season of indigestion is upon
guaranteeing faithful performance of
the contract. The company reserves us. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure for Indithe right to accept or reject any or gestion and Dyspepsia will do everything for the stomach that an overall bids.
loaded or
stomach canWhen you are in need of fine liquor not do for ifself. Kodol digests what
and wines, call on Ernest Meyer
A you eat gives the stomach a rest
Co., 116 West Silver avenue. Auto relieves sour stomach, belching, heartmatic phone, 240.
burn, indigestion, etc.
MV-xie-

J. WOLFE,
, In "The Marriage
of Kitty.1
play was presented all through the
country last season and everywhere
s
with, its charmdelighted
ing comedy, witticisms, funny situations and clever lines. The work of
the company this season is said to
be even more clever than it was last
year and a deservedly big business
being anticipated, an unusually clever
entertainment can be looked for on
next Tuesday, December 5.
play-goer-

"Cousin Kate."
Alberta Gallatin is one of the most
ambitious actresses on the American
stage. Naturally endowed with all the
attributes of a successful actress,
- beauty,
grace, wit and a wonderfully
great heart, she has graced them with
years of classic association and careful atudy until there is not the slight-a- t
doul.t in the minds of tho most
eminent critics of the county that in
the very near future she will rank
among the very small half dozen of
the truly great women of the stage.
If hard work can accomplish that end,
then It will surely be reached, tor
Miss Gallatin has never had a part
that she has not thrown herself into it
so completely that he lived it lristead
of acted It. And in fact, her wonder-lullrealistic portaryals are
with press, critics and public the
country over. The piece In which she
t
la appearing this season, "Cousin
Kate," the (jreat Hudson theater. New
York, opening success, is being especially watched as one of the final
vehicles to carry her into the great
white light of national fame.
.
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and you can
money is not
by our want
tised through

.

g

lo-for- e

over-worke- d

Per Word Insertion

Montestima Trtist Co.
ALBUQUERQUE,

tne Wetern

Union or Postal Tel
graph offices for an A. D. T. messenger
lioy, and send your ad with the caah to The Clriien office, or telephone direct, or call, and the ad will appear according to your wish.
WANTED

Money

NET

r

MEXICO

Capital and Stirplas

$100,000
4

Loan

Co
WANTED Clean rags, inquire a
Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits
me i;itizen office.
On Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses
WANTED fhree painters, highest Wagons and other Chattels; also on
wages, c. A. Hudson.
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE REWANTED A boy to deliver papers. CEIPTS, aa low as $10.00 and as high
as $200.00. Loans are quickly made
Call at O. A. Mat son & Co.
Time:
One
WANTED Roomers and boarders; and strictlyone private.
year given. Goods reWith Ample Mean and Unsurpassed Facilities.
no Invalids. H1B South Edith street. month to
main in your possession. Our rates
WANTED
A good girl for general are reasonable.
Call and sett us behouse work. Apply at Castle Hun- - fore borrowing.
Ing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
WANTED A girl for general house-worSteamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Call at. 110 South Edith
street.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
WAN TED
315 West Railroad Ave.
Gentlemen a second-hanclothing. No. 615 South First street
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.
south, of viaduct. Send address and
will call. R, J. Sweeney, proprietor
Extends to Depositors every Proper Accommodation, and Solicits New
PROFfcSSIOWAL CABOS
WANTED By Chicaeo wholesale and
Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.
mall order house, assistant manaDENTISTS.
ger, (man or woman), for this county and adjoining territory.
Salary
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
120 and expenses, paid weekly; exSOLOMON LUNA. President.
Dental Surgeon.
pense money advanced. Work is
W. 8. STRICKLER, V. P. and Cashier
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
pleasant and position permanent
W.J.Johnson, Asst. Cashier. Wm, Mcintosh J. C. Baldrldg
Dry
company.
Goods
Rule
the
Goldea
or experience re, No investment
Solomon Luna
A. M. Blackwell
George Arnot
O. E. Cromwell
quired. Write at once for full par- Both 'phones. Appointments made by
mail.
ticulars and encloso
envelope. Cooper & Co., 132 Lake
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. 8.
DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE RY.
street. Chicago, 111.
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
Office
hours, 8:30 a. ni., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
p. m. to 5 p. m. Telep'nono 462. ApFOR RENTNice, iurnisheo. rooms pointments
made by mail.
oil West Marquette avenue.
LAWYERS.
FOR RENT New
modern
house. Porterfleld Co., 110 W. Gold.
Bernard 8. Rodey.
FOR RENT
from room, nicely
Albuquerue.
furnished. 410 West Lead avenue. N.ATTORN
M. Prompt attention given to all
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms, at 423 business pertaining
to the profession
. North
Fourteenth
street. Good Will practice in all courts of the terriboard close.
tory and before the United State
Officers and Directors,
FOR RENT Two sunny front rooms, land office.
JOSHVA S. RATNOLDS
complete for housekeeping. 4.06
President
M. Bond.
Ira
M- North Arno street.
"xUNOT
Tkse President
ATTORNEY-AT-LA32 F street
FRANK
McKKB
FOR RENT Furnished
rooms for N. W., Washington, D. C. Pensions,
Cashier
R. A. FROST
housekeeping. Large and airy. 624 lands, patents, copyrights, caveats
Arlatant Cashier
H.
I".
RATNOLDS
West Railroad avenue.
Director
.A
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
Apartments in Park
FOR RENT
R. W. D. Bryan.
V. . DEPOSITORY.
View terrace, eight rooms each;
.
J2J5I2k;T
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlbuquer
modern equipment throughout. H que, N. M. Office, First National
,
H. Tllton, room 19. Grant block.
Authorised Capital
$500,000.M
Bank building.
e
FOR RENT Nicely furnished
Paid Vp Capital, Surplus and Profits
$250,OOO.M
E. W. Dobson.
$10
rooms,
flats, two and three
ATTORNEY-AT-LAOffice Crom
and $15 per month. Mrs. Norris, well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
Depository for Atchison, Topeka at Santa Fe Railway Company
524 John street, cast and of viaduct.
John
Stingle.
H.
rooms, By
FOR RENT Furnished
ATTORNEY-AT-LASuite 16, N
day .week or month; also for light T. Armljo building, Albuquerque
housekeeping. The La Veta, 113 N. M.
West Lead avenue. Mrs. J. Flaming,
proprietress.
ARCHITECTS.
F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walling-ford- ,
FOR 8 ALE
rooms
Barnett building
S"
H E N T O RTlr D E List your Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.
property with T. L. McSpadden, 300
CIVIL ENGINEERS
South Broadway.
FOR SALE Must leave town, an
OF ALBUQUERQUE
D. F. McCrolllna.
will sell my piano at a bargain. Ad
and
engineering!
Civil
surveying
dress, B. P., this office.
drafting, 209 Railroad avenue. Auto
FOR SALE OR TRADE A good bus!-nes- matic 'phone 740.
T. L. Mc
for city property.
CAPITAL .......
, .$100,OOO.M
CONTRACTOR AND. BUILDER.
Spadden, 300 South Broadway.
DEPOSITS
...$15O00.0O
A handsome
FOR
Hardman
A. L. Morgan.
piano, In fine condition and almost
THE INDEPENDENT CONTRACWe have nad a very satisfactory growth aloe tfca establishment
new, at a bargain.
For particu
TOR AND BUILDER Estimates are
of our buik. if you are not one of our customers, we shoals lis
lars, call at this office.
cheerfully furnished; Job work solican opportunity to show you eur superior facilities.
FOR SALE Furniture of a
Automatic phone, 721; shop at
cottage in lots to suit purchaser. ited.
911
Second street, AlbuquerMust be sold at once. House for que, North
O. N. MARRON, President, D. A. McPHERSON, Yloe FrwMeart.
N. M.
rent. 120 South Arno street.
J. B. HBRNDON. Cashier. ROT McDONALD, AasteUat Csasaier.
FOR SALE An AW Gas Burner;
PHYSICIANS.
burns oil; no smoke, no odor, no
A. L. MAHAFFEY, M. D.
dirt; half cheaper than other fuel.
Placed In stove of any description, Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon
Room 25, Whiting building, over
if interested, write Wood & Dykins,
Vann's drug store. Automatic
39 North Third street, Camden, N. J.
04K34KOeXD04KZ40 C5
telephone, 410T
U "OLD RELIABLE"
BUSINESS EXCHANGE.
ESTABLISHED 1878
C. H. CONN dRTMDTT d7 Oi
TO EXCHANGE
Good improved city
surgeon
physician
Osteopathic
and
property for vacant lots. T. L. McPresident New Mexico Board of OsteoSpadden, 300 South Broadway.
successfully
pathy.
All
diseases
McSPADDEN
The exchange man. treated. Office in Barnett building
See him for business exchanges. Hours, 9 to 2 and 2 to 4. Both tele
300 South Broadway.
phones. Sundays by appointment.
FOUND.
FALL TERM.
FOUND
Pocket book coutalning
money. Owner can secure same by Albuquerque Business College Opens
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
Monday, September 4, 1905.
paying for this notice and applying
In the Southwest.
Courses Bookkeeping and Penman
at Albuquerque Mill Co.
Eng
ship. Shorthand, Typewriting,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Ush, Spanish and Mechanical Draw
AND
Ing.
H.
H.
No. 69C8.
DAY AND EVENING SESSION.
Department of the Interior, Land OfFor particulars, call or address
ALBUQUERUE. N. U.
fice at Santa Fe, New Mexico, OcG. S. RAM8AY, Pres.
tober 31. 1905.
R. O. STOLL, Secy.
Notice is hereby given that the folLibrary; building, East Railroad avelowing named settler baa filed, notice nue.
of bis intention to make final proof
ASSAY ERS.
In support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the proCORBET A COLLINS,
bate clerk at Albuquerque, New MexUnited
ico, on December 6, 1905. Tit., Juan Civil and Mining Engineers.
Ever say that on a cold morning meaning, of course,
States Deputy Mineral Surveyors.
Bautiste Kowemisneh, of Valencia
thought of jumping out of bed on a cold floor an
the
county, New Mexico, for the SH East side of ASSAYERS.
Plaza, Santa Fe, N. M.
NWU, N SWtf. section 28, township
in a cold room?
RAILROAD TICKETS.
12 north, range 7 west.
Of course you have. You have stolen a few minutes'
Cut Rates.
He names the following witnesses
For reduced rates to and from all
time and time a.nain did this uioruius, no doubt.
to prove hi9 continuous residence
upon
and cultivation of said land, points. f;o to Paulsen's Association
And you are not to blame, not iu ihe least. Today 4
viz., Gertrudes Hero, Jose Gonzales, Rialroad ticket office. Railroad tickets
ihis: Write, call on or phone to
Bisenta Alonza and Teodoro Powto, bought, sold and exchanged.
all of Lagtina, New Mexico.
REAL ESTATE.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
The Albuquerquj Gas, Electric Light & Power Company
Register.
k.

d

Are Holding Thsnk Offering Service
".
In Otero County,

'The Indians of the Mesyalero
Apache tribe are holding some klitf
of thank offering services at Elk
Spring, Otero county, in the eastern
jiai i ui nit) irai , uiiuu.
in db irir- auonies last four days, each faniilvj
briuglng something of what was put
uy during me Harvest nays. jo uuv
eats of the offering until It has been
dedicated by the chiefs to the great
spirit, then the sick and poor of the
tribe are given their portion, after
which huge fires are lighted and a
is
general feast and Indian pow-woindulged in by all present.

six-roo- m

FIRST NATIONAL

BY

PRUDENCE MANN EM
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cot-tag-

46-4-
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-Postmaster Appointed.
Mil K. Birdsall has been
postmaster at Whitewater,
They have Just had a mothers' conMothers' congresses, and a lot of
Irani county, to succeed William J. gress in Philadelphia.
other useless things, are dug up that
May.
The avowed purose of the congress the women may find eni for the ir
James T. Pierce has been appointis to show mothers 'how best to con- non lea up brain power.
ed pohi master at Minnehaha, Ariz.
People are calling Home of them
duct the business of motherhood-Mh- o
Postmaster Resigned.
names for beln gstrong minded, and
Fremont C. Stevens has resigned as .raising of children.
But the United Stales congress soniR m ror professions, and sue h;
postmaster at Red River, Taos county.
might just as well attempt to coach aand they are being assured that to be
defines the proper limits of
Notice to Contractors.
the a verat citizen on how to get a mother
woman's endeavor.
Bids will be received by the South- rich.
Because .r this the timid and con
western Brewery and Ice Co. at the
M irlierlng Is a matter
lor the indi- scrvativc tl'V tn mnLn Tn.tmo l.u nu ng
otnc of J. I., l.a Drlere, to be openvidual, and idiim !c
ne v principle. up their capacity to work on niothe
ed at the office of the company, at no: by rule.
j congresses,
use.
10 o'clock ou Tuesday, the 6th day of
......... .Xfl Am SIMIIl tt amiVI rtne
'
12
U .UML'..t
l
elAl'H
December, for 'he construction of au i iii i ii
a ii iii ii ii
We are not at tho place land, and a lot of others, whose spec
hi
office building an. I buildings In addiwhen a vital issue calls for a mothers' j ialty it not tne woman question, get
tion to the brewer)- plant. The plans congrss,
ail aough the ilelegates to. resigned to the fact that the worn an
and specifications for such buildings
say' will woik, and cease to protest, t be
w uold
can be seen and inspected at 'be of- this inn vvuiilil ilmilii Ii
ur.. ry
half frightened - fenmleu
fice of J. I j. l.a Driere, architect in so.
Net i i i heb ss. it was a vital issue Ing to satisfy their cravings for brain
chaigo of same.
that railed iheui fortha nissue mat worK wunout rousing the Ire of
Tin- need of women for
Dnau'a RegulcU cure constipation, il iiii.i hers;
advocate, will s
digging up pacifying and placatory
tone the stomach, stimulate the liver, brain work.
Tnai is the real disease of which jobsi and do tho things they really
promote digestion and appetite and
ay passages of the bowels. Ask the inoibeih' cotiKrcss is the symp- - have- reason to believe their tab
your druggist for them. 25c a box
prescribe.
umi.
:

ak-

1

e

PUTNEY

L. O.

WHOLESALE GROCER
Flour, Grain and Provisions

FARM

.

FOR

FREIGHT WAGONS

04OtOa

0

Hiiiriuitt

SVfc

SBi, NW'i SE'4, SW4 NEli,

of section 28. township 12 north,
range 7 went.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence
upon and cultivation of Bald land,
viz., Junu Bautiste Kowemisneh, Tee
odoro Powto, Jose
and
Alouu, all of Laguna, New Mexy

Dls-ent-

ico.

Real Estate and Insurance,
Money to IDan.
315 West Railroad Avenue.

iM
'

e
What's the use of a helper, If
be isn't willing? Willingness is
aa ample mantle which will a - e'
most cover all the sins of serv- Hut a classified advertise- Ice.
in ent in The Evening Citizen is a
willing nelper that is not only
'
absolutely competent, but also
a willing worker. It works all
the time for ou. It is the best
and most economical publicity in e
the world.
"

'
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SAM KEE
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home I inlay.
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We will conuect it

up, show you how to work it iu a
second's time. Then put a match by your bed at night.
When you wake up iu the morning, grab thu match,
strike it. turn oil the gas and then dress iu comfort
You can do this for a cent. Is it worth while? Thick,
it over, then phone Automatic "37.

'

1
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HAIR SEVEN FEET LONG.
See the
lady in our window. Free consultation with hair and
scalp specialist this week. J. H.
O'Rielly & Co., druggists.

VE FILL

PRESCRIPTIONS

13.
RIGHT

1J.UPPE

NEXT TO BANK OF

COMMERCE

203 W. Fatlfoad Ave.

At Consistent Prices

d

New Tailor Shop.
A. J. Morelli, the well known tailor
has reopened a tailor sbop on North

e says that be has lots of pretty
things, comprising Toys, Indian
e Curios, Mexican Drawnwork, and
First street, where he is ready to
Chinese and Japanese goods, for e clean, press and repair ladies' and
gents' clothing. Suits made to order.
Christmas.
215 South Second Street. 1 Patronage of former customers solicit
ed.

Ask for

A Gas Heater,
or A Gas Grate

(iIIHI
i t i iHELPERS.
UWILLING

long-haire-

MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.

ekes.
e

e
e

H. B. GILCHRIST,

PUBLICATION.

Department of the interior, Land Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico, October 31, 1!05.
Notice is hereby given that the following named settler has filed notice
of his Intention to make final proof
In support of bis claim, and that said
proof will be made before the probate clerk at Albuquerque, New Mexico, on December 5, 1905, viz., Get
trude Heco, widow of Francisco Heco,
decea-spd- ,
of Valencia county, for the

.

woman-in-the-hom-
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II. E. No. 5769.
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The State National
............

NOTICE
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BANK

"Oh, but H's tough"

GING
IT UP

APACHES

OFFICIAL

-.

X

rely upon It. as we have not failed before, thst your
thrown away. We have also rented hundreds of houses
ads, as well as sold nearly everything we have adverthem. ,

T E f E PH O N E

orig-

inally decided upon as Dona Ana
county's projiortlon of 'he total cost
of the work to the Rio ('.ramie valley.
These pledges were obtained by
thu efforts of the Water Users' association, of which Mr. Holt Is now
president, and Oscar C. Snow, vice
president, and illustrates the spirit of
which characterizes
the residents of the Mesilla valley and
vicinity.
The fact that, the government, in
undertaking
this assistance to the
valley, which practically amounts to
long-time
a
loan without Interest, has
stipulated that no individual or corporation or combination of individuals shall hold an area of land in excess of 160 acres, reinforced by the
contracts made between the land holders and the Water Users' association,
by which it is stipulated that the former must either sell, at a reasonable
figure, all their holdings in excess of
160 acres each, or suffer the alternative of allowing the association,
as
trustee, to dispose of such excess of
lands, cannot fall to prove a great attraction to
of the valley, who are thereby assured of obtaining the finest of irrigable agricultural lands at a reasonable figure.
The status of the Elephant Butte dam
project at this time is certainly all
that could be desired.
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YOU WANT HELP OP ANY KIND?
If sot we can seccr e it lot yog by small
want ad. in The Frenlng Citizen. It only costs

One Cent
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FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.

Always
. PAPER
stock.
Plaster, Lime, Cement.
Patnt. Glass, Sash Doors, ete.
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SPORTING...
...BREVITIES
The foot ball season Is practically i
over, with the exception of a tew rah j
rahs from Chicago and Michigan.
Joe Cassldy. thWaJhlngton. 1. C.
base ball player who has been mysteriously missing for months, has
been discovered. He la attnedlng an
eastern business college, trying to fit
himself for something higher than a
diamond career.
law goes
The Tennessee
into effect, on Dececemb 1, but It will
not be permitted to become operative
i.y the norsemi without a struggle.
Already plans are being made to test
the law in the highest courts. A one-darace meet will be field to get a
test case.
Amos Rusle, who frittered away the
rich gift nature beRtowed upon him,
is trying to win back the cunning of
his arm that made him one of life
great pitchers of the age. If he can
set in shape he will pitch In the
Three Eye League next season. Rusie
is 38 years old, has saved none of the
money he earatd on the diamond, and
has become only a memory in the
minds of the fans.
The fighting game la having its
troubles with the minions of the law,
but the racing business is a close
Missouri, Tennessee
second.
auu
other states have passed stringent
laws, and now California
may follow ault, which latter event
would result In closing Ascot Park at
l.os Angeles and be a most severe
blow to the game, The turf war in
New Orleans may result in shutting
the ponies out of the Creole state.
A new feature in fighting developad
in Philadelphia the other night, when
two mixed ale scrappers met in a
Ited round contest. In the second
round one of the men palpably fouled
the other by a terrific blow In the
sroin. The fouled mnn sank unconscious to the floor. His friends were
o incensed over the foul tney had the
man who struck it arrested for assault and battery before he could
leave the ringside.
anti-bettin- g

anti-racin-

MlbuqufBrque
The Metropolis of the Great New State
it will be a great city

The metropolis of the Great Southwest- -

Thus lots in

the Eastern Addition in a few years will be almost worth per front foot what we are asking for a whole lot today

Albuquerque

We believe in Albnqaerqne- -

We feel

g

get-hupp- y

now selling for from $125, $1:0, $175 to $200

CRISIS AT "THE LITTLE TOWN

0'

Strobridge.

secretary

business.

"JIM"

ALL EYES ON

The sound, refreshing
SLEEP OF
CHILDHOOD
comes when

POSTUM
Hard

in

place of ordinary
coffee.

WHITCOMB

See the man with the white horse

STAAB

t&l
iff
4
4

iiirit)t

'

'

'

'
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'
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BUILDING

As the work of removal is a big undertaking, and to perfect a system that will successfully meet this great emergency we must greatly
reduce our choice and most
stock. Under these circumstances we are obliged to cut deep into the prices. Especially for the
Holiday Shoppers this is the .most favorable opportunity for money-savin- g
in buying useful Christmas Presents, such as Rugs, Curtains,
Portieres, Couch and Table Covers, Bed Sets, Pillow Shams, Scarfs,
Sofa Pillows, Cushions, Lambrequins, Blankets, Comforts, Household
Linens, Etc. Visit our store and keep posted on the things being
done during this Removal Sale.
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up-to-da- te
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in the box. Now he and his brother
briug in mail from Fountalntown and;
.
n
tow
the
at
Jas-world
the
to
Introduced
To
Greenfield. Ind.. Dec
um.,
spread rt out on one 01
poem.
Whitcomb Riley, the Hoosler poet, largo with his quaint
imiiwiiits i It.. ui m ami
HO- - iwnere
a
partisan
UI T.i
warmer
No
one
is
looks
o"
Tailholt"
"The Little Town
sneciive leiieis. tauiov jwmuaio
holt than Mrs. f Rafferty. the former mail
He Is tipped
In its extremity.
Tailholt. afler a postmistress' daughter.
She hays sue Mrotiglyorder circulars.
should Tailpostmaster
for
existence,
dignified
half century of
lias not yet written to iier venerable
win In its war of independence
holt
rebels against becoming a mere Inci- mother of the evil day that have fn ni the odious H. K I).
upon the village.
dent on a rural free delivery route-- . fallen
"Of course Tallholt should have a
"It doenn't matter what they call
The slogan is, "We want hack our the town it has always been Tailholt postofflce," said Campbell, "Kouutaiu- to keep its.:
ixi.stoffiee and four mails a day; and to all tf us," Hhe said. "Hut we want town has been allowed
as old as Tailholt.;
Jim Whitcomb Kiley ought to write back our postofflce. We ure refusing Kouutaintown is notmore
people.
Each
a letter about it to the president." to take mail from the rural route car- It lias only a few
elevator.'
and
churches
two
has
Mrs.
Warren
These are the words of
rier. We are getting our mail at New 'Somebody ought to writean Jim Whlt- Rafferty, whotie mother kept the iORt- - Palestine. They say that If we don't
Riley to use his influence at
office when It was referred to by put up boxes soon we won t "'. our comb
along with Congressman
Washington
poem.
j
nope
Rilev in his
mail at ail. nut we
to win. tr
Does anyone in Tailholt1
It is .a tragedy, this fate of whi eh only Jim Whitcomb Riley would write Watson.
1 don'i
think so. This Us
Tailholt," a hamlet in this county, Is a letter to the president, it would be know Riley?county,
though."
nis
native
1855,
In
confronted. It was founded
certain to get us back our postofflce.
Those officially In charge or the agi-- j
and hail a postofflce until a few We can't get along on a rural route.;
for the redemption of Tailbolt'si
tation
ago,
was
it
abolished. We only get one mail a day on it, and
when
weeks
are Dr. Kdgar Smith, Rev.'
Mr. Maty K. McDonald, 83, now of that is a day later. The rural route posioffice
W. L. Martin and Squire J. E. Olass.'
Drown county, as postmistress, served man passe our doors unnoticed.
more than a tail-the little village well all through the
"Why, Tailholt used to get four Even if they have nobard,
a tallholt isj
Hoosier
on
holt
the
ago.
It)
C
war. and until the railroad, the
or 12 years
mails a day until
bette r than no holt at all, and he may
was The man who wa
P.. came. Then the work
poHtmaler got yet
have to writu a throbbing letter to
given to a man who had a store at lazy, I reckon. It seems he had to get
the station and better facilities. The up at S o'clock in the morning to get Washington to savo the postuffice.
government called the postofflce
the first mail, and the last came at 9
LUTHERAN COLONY.
but the railroad refused to ac- at night. Ho sent around a paper
alwas
cept this name because there
asking that two of the malls be
a
From
ready a Carrollton on its route, and knocked off. and we signed his peti- Party" of
Texas, Look Over Land Near
calls it Reedville. Dut to everybody tion. It's easy to get people to sign
Lake Arthur.
in town, from the very beginning, the a paper In Tallholt.
We'd not only
place was called Tailholt.
like to get back the postofflce, but
Among the wise saws rolled under those other two malls.
Jim Whit- A Lutheran colon v U to be estab
the tuuKUe, lo, these many years, by comb Riley could do it If he had a lished near Lake Arthur. A party of
j German
Hoosier atiei at the crossroads stores mind to."
Lutherans from Port Arthur,
has been tlie axiom, "A tail holt ain't
Just how stronc the feeling is in; Texas, visited the New Mexico city
holt,
but It's better'n bo Tailholt Is shown by what happened last week and del ided to locate a set
much of a
k
holt at all." When Ir. Hiram
to one of the two enterprising local tlement there. The patty was led by
plotted his fourteen ai res and merchants, J. M. E. Campbeu. lie A. 11. Sasse. Mr. S.i.-.will move bis
was about to name the town Joe put out the first and only rural route family to Lake Arthur immediate')'
merry
Little, the
auctioneer, who was: mail box ia Tallholt. lu about three and will be accompanied on bis
to sell the lots, said that he had bet- shakes of a ram's tail his tral" went; turn trip by sevirjl thrifty German- ter call it Tailholt, as the land was ' elsew here. It dawned upon Campbell American
A
families.
Lutheran
l
perhaps better than no land at all.
bad met uo piumb w iih a church will be erect, d in Lake Artlurr j
It was some decades later when Riley tidal wave, and he hastened to take! during the next year
2.
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SURETY

WITH OUR HEEDS

(From "The Little Town o' Tallholt.")
Some finds it discommodin' like, I m willing to admit,
To hev but one postofflce, an a woman keepln' hit,
And the drug store, and shoe shop, and grocery, all three
But the little town o' Tailholt Is handy "nough for me:
JAS. WHITCOMB RILEY.

Corn-stoc-

:

STOCK REDUCTION MUST BE FORGED TO CONFORM

1

4

Level and suitable for immediate

JANUARY NEXT WE MOVE TO THE NEW

RILEY

it

met

work Mr. Strobridge said:

"The demand for this sort of work
continues to increase steadily with the
exception of window posters which
are not used by circuses and theatrical companies so exteualvely now as
in past years. The mercantile trade,
however, has begun to use bill posters
extensively.
"Few people know how lithograph
posters are made. The matter to be
pictured or printed is first engraved
"n a lithograph stone. This stone we
import from Bvarla. at a great expense.
"It is a very hard stone and takes
on a fine polish. The Bavarian variety has never been equalled by any
other Btone. Some time ago our company tested samples of stones from
various states. Several samples came
from New Mexico. These stones, how
ever were not able to stand the test
sufficiently for fine lithographic worn.
Now, my opinion regarding mese samples la that the stones were taken
from too near the surface. I believe
tine stones could be found here if a
Jeep shaft were sunk penetrating beIt would unl
low all surface ruck.
only mean good prices for the owners
of such mines but it would considerably reduce the price which lithogra.
piling companies are forced to pay
for such stones."
There are several places in New
Mexico where this species of stone is
found.

per week

.01

and

In speaking of lithographic

$1

lots in the Eastern Addition

-

TAILHOLT"--

Mexico.

M.

Balance only

down

50 foot

drainiafe

The Highlands is

W. H. Greer, President; Solomon Luna, Vice President; N. W. Flournoy, Secy.; D. K. B. Sellers, Manager

INVESTMENT COMPANY

LITHOGRAPHIC STONES
Are Found In Large Deposit in New
J.

$10

Good

Perfect abstract of title given with every deed

building purposes

The reason the sporting world lfJ
making such a fuss over Brltt and
Nelson la because there Is practically
nobody in the heavyweight
class
It is
worthy of serious attention.
pretty hard to rouse the enthusiasm
of the followers of the game over
the bantamweights, the lightweights
and fio welters when there is bigger
game astir. Nelson and Hritt stepped
into the limelight at a time when the
stage was practically deserted of real
fighters. They fought a terrific fight,
but it waa a battle of black and tans.
Had they been foll6wed shortly by a
pair of bulldogs, their meeting would
have passed into the records as an
interesting affair, but the big fellows
would be holding the center of th"
Mage right now.

treasurer of the Strobridge Lithographing company, of Cincinnati, Ohio,
is making a tour of the territory on

Beautiful streets

High and dry

the logical direction

The Cuicago National league club
has discovered a new source of work.
Manager cnance nas discovered a
Hawaiian base ball player on the
coast who is well qualified to pass
muster in major league company, but!
as the man is black enough to be mistaken for a negro be hesitates about
signing him, knowing that the race
prejudice would work to the detriment
of the game. The man's name ia Kaul-- j
as. His ancestors came from China,
and married ' Hawaiian women, with
the result that Kaulas sometimes is
puzzled to know whether he Is Mongol
or Caucasian. He is an outfielder and
has the speed of a deer.
As a hush fell over the great audience, Mr. Jettrles advanced to the
front of the stage. Placing his right
hand over his heart, he began: "Me
friends, the story that I will
the ring la a bum steer. I have cut
out ttfe game for good, and that goes.
Neither Jimmy Coffronh or anyone
else can drag me Into the ring again.
1
also deside to state that I am not
going to start a
Joint in
i nere are too many
Los Angeles.
booze millB now. 1 shall cnninue my
present (mode of living down on the
farm."
Then the former champion
backed out of the spotlight, and disappeared In the wings of the stage.

Four houses were built every three days for the past year

will soon have to have more elbow room

305 West Railroad

305 West Railroad Avenue
COMING

tVENTS

MERCHANT

Avenue

Fearful Fate.
o have to enUPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST dure the terrthlo torture of piles. "I
truthfully
say."
can
writes Henry
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAM- Colsoti.
of Masonvlllu, Iowa, "that fur
BINI, PROPRIETOR
Blind. Bleeding, Itching and Hrotrnd-In- g
Piles, Bucklin's Arnica Salve is
My merchant tailoring stiop is upthe best euro made. Also best for
stairs over No. 209 West Railroad ave- cuts,
bums and injuries; 2fic at U
nue, where I solicit the patronage ot
the public. All work guaranteed first-clas- druggists.
as I have had fifteen years' ex
WHAT HAVE YOU TO TRADE
perleuce In the business. Suits made
to ordeir. Clothes cleaned, pressed and hir property at Loa Cerrillos? Cost
price, one-hal- f
of
repaired. The specific I use will not $1,250; trading
Injure the cloth. Ladies' garments cost. A snap, If you can use th
also cleaned and walking skirts made property. Ion't be afraid to talk
with me. T. L. McSpadden, 300 Soutfc
to order. Olve me a trial.
Broadway.
O. BAMBINI.
A

TAILORING

It is a fearful fate

"Marriage of Kitty."
"Two Merry Tramps."
"Cousin Kate."
iHJcembPr Ifi "Mabara Minstrels."
December 25 "Hooligan In New

I leceuiber
December
December

5

7
8

York."

December

27

--

"Hans Hanson."

For Cracked Hands.
Rough skin and cracked hands are
not only cured by De Witt's Hazel
Sulve, but an occasional application
will keep the skin soft and smooth.
Best for Eczema. Cuts, Durns, Dolls,
Lie.
The genuine IxjWIU's Witch
I

lael Salve affords immediate relief

forms of Blind. Bleeding, Itching and Protruding Iile
Sold by all
di'UKgists.
In all

The Torture of a Preacher.
The story of the torture of Rev. O.
D. Moore, pastor of the Baptist church
Liquors, wlnet and cordials the of Harpersvllle, N. Y.. will Interest
finest line in the city. All good deliv- you. Ho says: "I Buffered agonies
ered free. Ernest Meyers 4 Co., 116 because of a persisteut cough, reWest Sliver avenue.
sulting from the grip.
tried to
sleep sitting up in bed. I tried many
remedies without relief, until I took
Dr. King's New Discovery for
RUB ON
Cough
and Colds, which
entirely cured niy cough and saved
uie from consumption.''
A grand cure
for diseased conditions ot the Throat
and lungs. At all druggists.
Price
and the Rheumatism's gone.
&0c and II, guaranteed.
Trial hot
ties free.
1

Drjilitf preparations kitupiy deieU
op dry cut ;ir rh ; tiny dry up th
klucu silhere to the mriuhrauu and deoouw
pus, causing,' a far mors keriuus trouble tha
the ordinary foriuof cutiirli. AtoiJ aildrj.
in? inhalouta, fuunm, tutiukea aiul auulla
cli'ULv-- , aooihe anl
and ue that vhn-beila. Ely's Craiu liaiin ia such a remedy
end w 111 cure catarrh or cold ut the bead
easily an 1 plranatitly.
A tr:al size will b
iiiaik for 10 ceuta. Ail druists sell th
L!y Brothers, .'.0
Cue.
jtuq St., K. V.
The ltdui our i' a without pain,
Dot
irritate or canso sneezing. It spivada itw It
over anirntated ai:J a:u;ry ,urMc, rvhuv.
in ' inmied aUly the pnuiiul inflammation.
Wi.a ly'g c'rt jui ialiu you aw aruiej
tjja.i.jl asal CaUriU aud Uay l over.
fcecn-Uoiit-

j

u.

,
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POLICE

The howling Dervish may contort his limbs, ema- Inte his lnidy, and render miserable his life; the Mo
ami hammedan Fakir may lacerate his flesh, deform his per
1ms
I
voiced the arguments If not the real motives of those In son, and consider himself holy In exact nroiiortion as ho
his territory who are so .strenuously working agulnst finds himself unhappy; even the Ignorant monk may
lany statehood.
The Citizen presented these views to think to Increase his sanctity by rendering life almost
its readers lust evening, that the friends of Jointure may unbearable through,
torutures; but the lan:
ponder them well; for he who Is Ignorant of his enemy's guage of true religion, coming In condemnation of all
i
position, his preparations and his purposes, is altogether these, says "Be careful for nothing; but, in every thing,
He Is like a mole working by prayer and supplication with thanksgiving, let your
unprepared for the fray.

'I

JOINT STATEHOOD
spoken
At last Governor Kibbey of Arizona

self-inflict-

"

SATURDAY,

""

11

pr;WBEn

2. I90P.

COURT

The first wafer considered by Judge
Crawford in police court this morning
wag the case of two boys, Louis Bar-toand Charles Bruno, by name. The
arrest of the youngsters will explain
to the large audience at the Elks' opera house last evening the cause for
tbo loud racket which disturbed them
during the performance. It. was Bar
ton! and Bruno that caused the noise,
by forcing In h bolted door, their pur
pose being to sneak into the nlav
house. When arraigned In court, both
Judge Crawford and Chief of follce
McAIIllIn admonished the youngsters
for being out after curfew was sounded. "You can now break Into Jail for
a time," said the court, as he ordered
the boys remanded to the cltv 1a.ll.
Trannnlllno Armljo was found guilty
of Intoxication and assault at his trial
conduct ed at S o'clock yesterday after-noon, and was fined IB.
In the case of Kverett Reynolds and
Frank Thompson, the colored youths
who were also given a trial at o
o'clock yesterday afternoon on the
charge of street fighting, a fine of ir.
was Imposed In the case of each.
Peter Murray had not entirely re
covered from his sleep when UBhered
into court and did not come to, apparently, until Judge Crawford's sen-tence of five dHys In the city Jail
electrified his dazen senses. As In the
case of Marcclo Berrea, who also received a five days' sentence, intoxica
tion was the preferred charge.
Tom Brown was classified as a
vagrant. He explained that he had
been working for the American Lumber company in their tract of timber,
until driven out by eighteen inches of
snow. He related the same old story
to the effect that he had plenty of
money until he reached Albuquerque,
when he spent It all. He was remanded to the city Jail.
Carl Anderson was the name given
oy a 'side door Pullman" tourist, who
claimed that he was a cook out of a j
Job. The court informed Anderson before sending him up for five days, that
uuiess Be iook time to scrub some
or tne sort coal dirt off his hands, he
would probably be forevermore looking for a Job in his chosen vocation.
Hawley on the corner, has secured
the services of a first-clas- s
amateur
finisher and is now ready to do your
First-clas- s
kodak finishing.
work
guaranteed.

Christmas Neckwear
IT MATTERS NOT HOW MANY CHRISTMAS GIFTS A MAN MAY RKCKIVK,
I!B EXPECTING SOMETHING VERY HANDSOME IN THE WAY OF

A

HE WILL ALWAYS

Christmas Tie

'
DON'T DISAPPOINT HIM.
WB HAVE A BEAUTIFUL LINE OF CHRISTMAS NECKWEAR, IN EVERY SHAPE AND STYLE
THAT IS CORRECT.
MANY OF THE SILKS AND SHAPES ARE CONFINED TO US FOR THIS LOCALITY AND CANNOT
BE FOUND ELSEWHERE.
WE HAVE THE CHOICEST CREATIONS OF THE

underground, but without the instinct of the mole. He requests be made known unto God."
That our religion
Is Is intended to be one of joy and gladness, may be gathKibbey
Governor
air.
one
as
lights
the
beats
that
t
therefore worthy of thanks for having propounded off- ered from the whole tenor of scripture, Is expressly
icially the arguments on which the antls rely.
stated In passages too numerous to mention, and is IntiThe Citizen thinks that the feeling or every joint mated with no uncertainty of purpose in the giving of
THERE IS ONLY ONE PLACE IN TOWN TO BUY CHOICE NECKWEAR, AND THAT IS AT A
statehood advocate will be that of surprise at the weak- -' he v.ery Law itself.
For while in tliHt law but one
MAN'S STORE.
In read- -' fast-da- y
ness and paucity of the arguments presented.
was enjoined, the days for public and united
"HE'LL" BE SURE TO LIKE HIS TIE IF IT COMES FROM HERE, FOR WE LEAD THE TOWN IN
ing the governor's manifesto one can but think of the banksglvlng were many and divinely instituted.
While,
.' old lines:
NECKWEAR, SILK MUFFLERS, FANCY SUSPENDERS AND SILK HANDKERCHIEFS.
or
then, it Is true that In the gospel no day of national
I
"I do not like you, Dr. Fell.
ceremonial feast Is appointed; yet it cannot be denied
,
The reason why I cannot tell;
hat the observance of such Is In strict harmony witn
!
But this I know and know full well,
the religion we profess.
1 do not like you, Dr. Fell."
Fine Clothing and Furnishing
Though there may be In the minutiae and detail of
The Arizona antls cannot give the true reason why
the do not like Joint statehood why, In fact, they do not our affairs, much with which many are sorely dissatisfied;
like statehood at all and so they present the not un- - yet even the most discontented cannot look at all that
usual spectacle of enveloping themselves in a gauzy gar- - has been done for us, without exclaiming In full grati00O0O0O0O0O0O0O9O0O
00000000000000000
ment which can neither keep in heat nor keep out cold,
wrought?"
But yesterheart,
tude
hath
God
"What
of
'.
any
deceives
nor
nakedness
which neither conceals their
day, it seems, In comparison with the long lengthening
of clothing.
, aa to their want
Mr. Kibbey repeats the assumption that the vast lines of the world's recorded past, the light of civilization
!
majority of the people of Arizona are opposed to Joint first kissed the sterile sands on which the rude Atlantic
statehood; and yet, like the other leaders of the antls, throws Its boisterous billows; uud now that light flashes
he acknowledges he prefers to go without statehood "in-- I
definitely" rather than submit the question to the people from peak to peak across the mighty continent and falls
of his territory, despite his own statement as to the In golden showers upon the western slopes. Where the
t vaHtness of the majority who, like himself, are unalter-- ; curling smoke of the solitary wigwam went up through
Would not such a vote, show-- 5 entwining branches and overhanging boughs, or where
ably opposed to Jointure.
Ing aB the Arizona bankers claim 99 per cent of the peo-- ', the red deer slaked his thirst and sought In leafy coverts
pie or as the governor claims the vast majority would
noon-tid- e
sun, cities spread their
not a vote, showing euch an opposition, do greatly more cool retreatB from the
and
burden
the ear with their sounds of
extents
broad
congress,
against Joint statehood, when presented to
repetition of a statement which toil; .where once the redman rode in his rude canoe and
than all the parrot-lik- e
Is denied as often as it is made, and the truthfulness of washed from his tomahawk the blood of his foe, the
The palatial steamer plows its puffing way as it churns the
which Is disbelieved by many who have heard it?
;
very Unwillingness of the autl leaders to submit the waves with Its revolving wheels: and where once the
question to vote, brands their repeated utterance of the buffalo rolled in awkward galop, shaking Its shaggy mane
and bellowing Its cry to its following young, the steam-ca- r
same old claim with unavoidable Improbability.
Try one drop of Schilling's
The statement that in the constitutional convention
rattles along its level way, startling the air with Its
there will be 70 delegates from New Mexico to 40 from shrilly scream; until like so many veins and arteries, Best lemon extract in half-- a
' Arizona, Is slightly Inaccurate.
The convention, as pro- rivers and roads bear to and from the hearts of com
glass of water.
streams of national prosperity.
posed, will consist of 110 members, 44 being from Arl- - merce, the
yieldsona and 66 from New Mexico.
That s, Arizona will Look over our fair and fertile fields und see them
Try how many drops of some
of the strength, to New Mexico's three ing their increase till the wants of man and beast are
have two-fiftTHE SQUARE MUSIC DEALERS.
nil supplied, whilst. In the far off east multitudes have other extract it takes to flavoi
fifths. If this territory has three times the voting popu
206 WEST GOLD 'AVENUE.
See our mines yielding theTir as much.
lation of Arizona, which Mr. Kibbey says, then the ap- - died for lack of bread.
portlonnient is manifestly unfair to New Mexico; and yet, hidden treasures to increase our comforts and our wealt h,
'
0O0O0O0O0O0
;
showing how anxious the people of New Mexico are for whilst our factories, with Increasing multiplicity, give
statehood and how more than fairly they are willing to employment to the poor and augment the possessions of
There Is nothing so good for a sore
act toward their sister territory, this improper appor the rich. Let us think of all these things, and then, as throat
as Dr. Thomas' Electric oil.
FOR CHRISTMAS COdKING.
we eat our daily bread, not with girded loins and santionment has never been complained of.
Cures in a few hours. Relieves any
Then, too, every one knows that the antis in this daled feet and staff In hand, as those who are prepared pain in any part.
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finest flour Is an absolute
territory would vote with the antls of Arizona against to flee, but in quietness and peace, in our own homes,
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joint statehood, while the
people in both and surrounded by our own friends, let us
and pastry.
The "Empress"
pool hall, No. 115 West Rail
territories would vote together; and thus the prepondisr a national cause for a national thanksgiving in the pros Is theavenue.
a
brand
is
flour that never yet
Call and enjoy your
road
ant vote would express the sentiment of the majority perity. we have so little deserved.
has
surpassed
been
In any parself.
in the two territories. Is there any thing
ticular. Its flavor Is fine and
War with his sword bathed in blood, and followed
delicate, it has fine body, and
in the control of the majority?
Did not New Mexico by the demons of hate, lust, discord, und destruction, has JEMEZ HOT
SPRINGS STAGE LINE
full of those nutritious qualiand Arizona formerly constitute one territory, and should been abroad upon his path, amongst the nations of the
ties so desirable in a family
not the vote of the majority of the inhabitants occupy earth; but he has passed us by upon the other side.
mall- Carries 'tho TTnttnri Rtnto
flour,
Falrvlew
and
Ing that; old area.. .determine whether or notvthat area Pestilence Ringing bis dark banner upon the breeze, has only line with a change of stock en Superintendents
'. shall continue as two territories or be admitted to the mounted the chariot of death and driven forth in direful route; good rigs, horses and drivers; Santa Barbara Cemeteries.
Such course would be most emi- havoc through many a land, cutting broad swaths in the rig leaves Albuquerque every Monday
union as one state?
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the part of that territory lying northwest of the Colorado cheek, has gone with stealthy step from door to door, and B. BLOCK. Proprietor. Perea. N. M. !
shall be united to Utah, these same antis would contend with fingers long and lean and lank, has clutched many
for a moment that the question ought to be settled alone a heart and from it wrung the ebbing drops of life; but
by the people living in the part beyond the river? There even famine has not come near our doors.
Is an old saying that those who cannot turn cannot spin
But religiously, also, w have much cause for reand another that it is a poor rule which does not work joicing.. True it is that in our own land the gospel still
.
both ways.
sits weeping at the door of many barred aud bolted
reigns und rev.els within; and true it is
But the fact of the matter is that none of Governor hearts, while-siKibbey 's contentions will be found to cut any ice. Con- that in many lands beyond the sea. the weary watchers
gress is tired of the territorial business.
Arizona and turn la vain their anxious gaze to catch upon the mounNew Mexico, Oklahoma and Indian Territory for years tain tops the breaking of the gospel day the night of
Yet it is
have been knocking for admission into the union, thus death and sin still hanging along their skies.
consuming much time that might have been used in at also true that the condition of the world considered with
FURNITURE,
STOVES, RANGES,
tending to other matters.
Congress has made up its reference to religion is more to be rejoiced over than
IRON BEDS, BEDDING,
WINDOW SHADES,
mind to two things: This territorial business shall be ever before.
God himself, In his wonderful providence,
CAMPING OUTFITS,
ART SQUARES,
ended; only two states shall be admitted.
.Neither mn?t seems to be so guiding the affairs of nations that spiritthe people of the territories deprive themselves by the ual good Is resulting from all their coufusion and bloodBou
Sold
S
opinion that congress cares a fig fur the maudlin senti- shed. On some heathen lands the sun of righteousness
ment among them over names, lines, and territorial his- has already arisen with healing in tils wings; on others
tory.
Ou the contrary, the parts of the public domain the morning star has Just begun to fling its rays of prooutside of the organized states, is considered in its to mise, forerunner of the day when those who sow In tears
117 Gold
Mexico
tality as a possession of the whole country, aud to be shall reap Jn joy; whilst In others, multitudes who once
tormented,
administered for the country's beuefit.
afflicted,
tombs
doing
this wandered destitute,
amidst the
For
with the greatest convtmelenee and with the least fric of hope and Joy and virtue, are now sitting at the feet
tion, territorial entities have from time to time been cre of Jesus, clothed and in their right minds.
Indeed, in
ated; but that there was an inherent right for such lands professedly Christian, where the cross was but the
creation, continuance or cessation, or that there was any emblem of ignorauce, superstition and sin, the cursed
eternal fitness in boundaries adopted, enlarged or
bars which bound the word of God have been wrenched
is as groundless as it is absurd. Whether the old away, and now the bread of life may be freely fed to the
territory Bhall be one state or two, whether It shall be famishing thousands.
Who that loves his God and loves
called New Mexico or Arizona, whether the meets and his race, can contemplate these things and not feel his
hounds shall be one thing or another all these and many soul overflow in praise and thanksgiving to Him to whose
', other, questions are for congress, the governing power sovereign care we are indebted for them all?
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LuiAl

RED MEN

MAYOR WHITING

ARE DISAPPOINTED

SOCIALIST HORN

IS CELEBRATING

Tells Latter His Position Cor- Signal Smoke From Great
Council Does Not Bear
rect as to Socialism But
Good News.
Spoke For Himself Only.
JOURNAL
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METCALF
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containing many
and doubtless "will be heartily
Following Is the program:
Wagner
1. Funeral March
Orchestra.
2. Ladles' Quartette
"One Sweetly.
Ambrose
Solemn Thought"
Mr. F. B. Schwentker, Mrs. S. B.
.Mllb r. Mrs. Ethel Chestnut,
Mrs. K. I Washburn.
3. French Horn Solo,
with orchesWagner
tra "Evening Star"
George L. Patterson.
4. Opening Ode
T. Instrumental Trio
Selected
Professors Di Mauro, Illondin
and Krebs.
,
ti. Address

According to a letter received by A.
A representative of The citl.en
CltUrn.
To (he
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Mitchell,
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of
Major H. R. Whiting in ins den
J.
local
the
found
as
the
to
nie
The references
Improved Order ot Red Men, the lo- at. his snug little cottage on Main
Leader," and to my alleged
of the word "deportation," which are
cals will be disappointed to some ex- street in the old town of Albuquer
made the bals of Mr. Horn's letter In tent on the visit of the foremost offi que, this morning, celebrating his
yesterday's Citizen, call for a few
birthday In a quiet nisn-ner- .
cers of the national organization, who sixty-nintwords from me.
part
of
as
tomorrow.
"deportation,'
city
In
are
expected
In
a reminiscent mood, he
the
Being
The word
tny remarks to the committee of the In his leter to Mr. Mitchell, Hon. Wil consented to an Interview:
city council Investigating the nodal son Brooks, chief of records of the
Yes. I served in the union army
evil Is a pure creation of the brilliant Imperial order, says that he and Hon. durina the war of the rebellion, and
imagination of the lively reporter for John W. Cherry, great Incohonee, and
its close and the muster out of
the Journal, who got around after I the rest of the party, will lie unable after
to
my regiment at Detroit, drifted
who
talk,
and
my
little
had finished
to stay in the city longer than one New York and engaged In newspaper
somebody
from
got his Information
day; that they will arrive from the work, but later, took. Horace Greeley s
Hon. B. S. Rodey.
else and not from me. 1 never used east tomorrow morning and leave for advice, and reached New Mexico in
Solo "Land of My Dreams"....
the word.
west in the evening.
on
the
horse,
a
18B6,
November,"
Trerelyan
astride
I pointed out that the council was
"We would like to remain In your which I had come by easy stages from
Miss Ada Campfield.
between the devil and the deep sea.. hunting grounds longer, but pressing Fort Ieavenworth.
plains
Luckily,
the
Violin Obllgato R. W. Hadden.
The law forbids the retention of the business forbids," is the way Mr. Indians were very good at that time, 8. March
"Tanhauser". ..... Wagner
places where they are located; they Brooks put it in his signal smoke to but the Utes, in the neighborhood of
Orchestra.
cannot le established anywhere with- the local tribe, and the war dance Trinidad, were beginning to mane 9. Closing Hymn
in the city limits without raising a planned for. Monday will not take trouble. At Fort Union 1 first met and
Members of Orchestra.
howl of protest from the neighborhood place. However, an Impromptu meetbecame acquainted with the late Hen
R, W. Hadden. director; Prof. N.
wherever it may be attempted to put ing may be held during the forenoon ry
friendship
that
forming
a
V. Harris,
DI Mauro,
Johnson, B. Havens, J.
them; so plainly, there is only one tomorrow. During the afternoon it ceased
death. At Santa Blondin, B. Ramirez, H. Cornell, B. F.
hlng to do, namely, to obey the law, is very likely that the visiting Ked Fe I only with his
.Major
Copp, L. E. Ervln, E. I- - Washhurn,
three old mends,
which would result In their abandon- Men, as well as the local tribesmen, 'Bol" found
paymaster, and Surgeon Mr. llrainard. Mr. Fry, G. 1a PatterKinzie,
I
city.
ment of the confines of the
will attend the Elks' memorial serMcKee, both of the United States son.
also dwelt on the shame of feeling that vices at the Elks opera house.
army, and "Colonel ' Jonn Ji. Hender
every man, woman and child In the
The following Invitation has been son, at that time agent of the memo
city was compelled to become a part- tendered them and It is likely to be Indians
They, (the HELD MEETINGS
of New Mexico.
of
taking toll from accepted:
ner In the business
officers, not the Indians), made thing
women,
the sale of the bodies of these
IN I. 0. 0. F. HALL
Albuquerque Lodge No. 461, B. I . U decidedly lively for mo for a while.
as the; present system, and in fact
E.. December 2, 1905.
my slay at Santa re I mane
During
any system of regulation does.
Mr. John Motzenbacker, Sachem of the acquaintance of General Christo
As to the term "Socialist leader,"
Navajo Tribe No. 2, Improved Order pher Carson, more familiarly Known LADIES ELECTED OFFICERS THIS
AFTERNOON
THIS EVENING'S
up
used by the paper first and taken
of Red Men, City:
as Kit carson; uenerai jumes ji.
SESSION.
by Mr. Horn, I wish to most emphatDear Sir I understand that yov Carleton and other distinguished gen
ically disavow it and to object to it. I tribe of Red Men will receive as vis
At 2 o'clock this afternoon the an
in both military and civil life.
distinctly announced my appearance Itors, Honorable J. W. Cherry, of Vir tlemen,
employment as cor
meeting of John A. Logan Circle,
"With
to be for myself alone, representing ginia, Great Incohonee' of the lmper respondent mvfor the New York Herald nual
Ladies of the Grand Army of the He
no one, responsible to no one, and the ial Order of Red Men. Honorable W11
write-ups
for
Mexico
New
of
public, was held in I. O. O. F. hall.
in
reporter might have heard that too, son Brooks, of Chicago, urund inner and
many other papers, I passed the time Considerable business of a routine
had he been there while I was ad- of Records of the Improved Order of until about
18C8,
12.
when
March
nature was transacted and officers for
dressing the committee. I desire to Red Men, Honorable l.eon L. Goq- - came to Albuquerque
as clerk of the the ensuing year were elected.
no one and I chaux. Grand Sachem of the Improv
lead no one, I follow
United States court for the Second
This evening in the same hall the
want no followers. Followers are like ed Order of Red Men, jurisdiction of Judicial
district,
district thea regular meeting of G. K. Warren post,
sheep. I am no sheep and I don't New Mexico, and Honorable Eugene consisting of tne the
counties of banta No. 5, Grand Armjr of the Republic,
want any sheep following me. Pure McElrov. of Las Vegas, the Great
Bernalillo, Valencia and Socorro, will be held, commencing at 7 o'clock.
democracy, at which Socialism aims, Chief nt Rpfnrris of the Imnroved Or Ana,
Hon. Perry E. Brosshus, of Baltimore, All comrades are urgently requested
requires no leaders, as the term Is der of Red Men,' Jurisdiction of Ne
being Judge.
to bo present as business of import
.
so-ordinarily used In ixlitlcs. When
Mexico.
who ance will be transacted, including the
Americans
"Of the
c.lalls'ts require leaders, that moment
I hereby extend through you, to were lltrlng In Albuquerque when
I annual election or officers.
they, demonstrate
their inefficiency. these visiting gentlemen, and also
came, I can recall Fran, and
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assessor
A.
two
house. Kev.
are going? Low rates via Santa Fe.
ence continually convulsed In laugh- 11 :i. 111. ullil 7:1,0 years: master in chancery of the disat
Cut'vind
'
T. E. PURDY, Agent.
ter, from the rise to the final fall of, p.
Morning subject, "The Sin of trict court, eight years; United States
Too much praise can Uselessness."
the curtain.
subject, commissioner about, thirty-fivEvening
years
HAIR SEVEN FEET LONG.
not possibly be showered upon the "Young Men and the Church."- Sun- and justice of the peace one year."
clever performers who so artistically day school at 9:45 a. m.; Christian
lady In our win
See 4he
When asked as to his health, the
interpreted the productions, nor to Endeavor, i:4.'i p. m. Strangers wel- maior responded:
dow. Free consultation with hair and
Mrs. W. Y. Walton, who so capably
peclalist this week. J. H.
"It is fairly good. I am able to eatica,P
staged and directed the performance. come.
& Co., druggists
R'"y
heartily, and enjoy smoking and read Like veteran stage celebrities, each
Baptist Church Sunday school at ing as well as ever. I quit attemptmember of the cast acted his or her 9:45 a. m.; preaching at 11 a. in. and ing iKietry when a kid at school in
Red Men, Attention!
part and there were no stumbles or 7::S0'p. m., by Rev. Bruce Kinney, for- New Hampshire. My verses to 'The
A special meeting will be held Sun,
Camp-fieldbreakdowns. The Misses Ada
mer pastor. Mabel Alger Kinney will Maid With Violet Eyes,' fell Into the day, December 3, at 7:30 a. in., sharp,
May Hazeldine, Sue lVbson, El- sing a solo at the morning service. hand of the old man with steely gray for the reception of the visiting great
len Salter, Mabel Strong and Helen Young people's meeting at 6:45 p. ni. eyes instead of the hands of his chiefs. All members of Navajo Tribe
Rodey composed the "Broken Hearted A business meeting for the election daughter.
My muse took a tumble, No. 3 are urgently requested to atClub." A theatrical clitic who could of officers Monday evening ut 7:30.
and has never recovered from the tend. John Motzenbacker, Sachem.
, discover any difference, to speak of,
Highland M. E. Chuch, South Arno shock."
Chas. L. Keppeler, Chief of Records.
in the stage work of these young la- near Lead. Services tomorrow morndies, does not live today. It was ex- ing and evening, 11 a. m. and 7:30 p.
cellent and exceedingly clever, cer- m. Communion after morning sertainly, but tho effort exercised on the mon. Sunday school at 10 a. m.;
part of vach to be as good as the other
league at 6:30 p. m. All invited
certainly lore fruit. Major McCool to attend.
was delightfully portrayed by L. J.
Congregational Church Broadway,
Wilson, Kirk Bryan, Joe Scottl and L.
at the end of the viaduct. J. W. BarC. Bennett filling the roles of the
lovers with pleasing ease and ron, pastor. Sunday school at 10 j.
grace. Howard Clark impersonated ni.; morning service at 11 o'clock;
topic of sermon, "The Cleft of the
Perkins very acceptably.
and important
The one uct farce, "Sarah's Ypung Rock," a practical
Man," was likewise in capable hands, (heme for us and our time. Anthem
Y. P. S. C. E.
A. Trimble made an up to date "green by a mixed quartette.
monster." while H. S. Pickard as- at 6:30, to be led by the pastor; "Our
sumed the l ask of being Satan's one excuse." Evening service ut 7:3.
young man In a manner which left no At the request of a number of those
doubt in the minds of the audience present at the opera bouse Thanksbut what he iossesses rare dramatic giving day, ihe sermon on "ThankC.
L.
talent
Bennett, in the por- fulness" will be repeated oil Sunday
trayal of Harry Fielding, made a de- night. A cordial invitation to all lo
Our trade 'or November hast so far exceeded our expectation,
cided hit, as did .Mrs. E. L. Medier in all uf these services.
Sarah Tibba, who carried out her eni
C.
Rev.
J.
Church
First Methodist
tertaining part very sal isfactorlly.
that we have found it necessary to duplicate our heavy purchases.
Lead
1).,
Corner
pastor.
D.
Rollins,
Mrs. I). H. Cams as "a sympathetic
Sunday
Third street.
nianinia." and Miss Helen Rodey, "the avenue and a.
Commencing December 1, our store will be kept open evenings,
m.; morning worship,
9:45
admirer and admired of Harry,'' were school,
"Conpreach,
will
11
pastor
m.;
a.
the
all that, the audience could desire.
and additional help added, to take care of the Christmas rush.
The sacraThus ended one of the best home ditions of Fellowship."
Supper and receptalent performances of Ihe present ment of the
tion of members will follow. Epworth
Make your selections early. Remember, I positively retire from
ttieatrical season.
One of the pleasing features of the League, fi:30 p. m., L. B. Stevens,
leader. Evening service, 7:30. The
"Broken Hearted Club" was the
the jewelry business January 1, and from now until December 31,
"Abana or Phar-per- ?
dance given by the entire pastor will preach.
McDonald
Roy
Mrs.
Which?"
company at the conclusion of Iho act.
I
will make prices lower than ever offered on Fine Diamonds,
Babylon"
Mtb. B. B. Uearrup presided at the will sing "By the Rivers of
Mr.
service.
morning
Ly
Howell at the
piano during the well executed hop.
A
Watches, Jewelry, Rich Cut Glass, Handsome Printed China, Solid
lieane will sing "The Man of Gallilee"
evening service. Strangers are
the
at
ORDER OF THE DISTRICT COURT
0
Silverware, Plated Silver Table ware, Clocks, and everything be- cordially welcome. All seats free and
the public is invited.
Be it ordered by Ihe court that the
longing in
firt clas Jewelry store.
numbers of the petit Jury who were
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
0
op September 25, 1905, excused from
further attendance until November 13, WANTED A saddle, 224 New York
o
1905, and were then
excused until
avenue.
hereby
4.
they
be
are
and
Decrmbtr
discharged from further service at this F ill SALE New Imperial Acoin base
NEW MEXICO'S
burner, cheap. 921 North Fourth
term oX ihe district court; and that a
LEADING JEWELER 0
street.
lie
furnishcopy
order
this
of
certifi
room,
Nicely
FOR
RENT
for
luriilslitd
0
marshal
Slatc6
ed to the United
with private family; home comforts.
service on aiil Jurors.
Inquire 81
IK A A. ABBOTT,
References exchanged.
Ibis ottlee.
Jdd?e.
h

Women and

Misses
Tailored Suits
Over 100 O c e Hundred Tailored made Suits will be sold at prices that
will surprise you. For quick selling we have divided them in twolots.
Lot i.

Consists of desirable Suits for Women in Black, Hrown and Navy, nearly all sizes.
Sold up $30.00, your choice of this lot for

Lot

Consists of neat and stylish Suits for Women and Misses. Assorted sizes in Navy,
Hrown, (Ireen and Fancy Mixtures. Sold up to $18.50, choice of this lot for
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GRAND

CLOSING OUT

The Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.
THE BIG STORE WITH LITTLE PRICES

J

MERE'S A FIWT LUST
FRUITS.
FRUITS.

SMALL
LARGE

CORN.
STRING

60CCOTASH.
ASPARAGUS.
BONED CHICKEN.
ROAST CHICKEN.
BONED TURKEY.
ROAST TURKEY.
DEVILED HAM.
PINE APPLES.
SOUPS.
MINCE MEATS. '

Curtis Bros. Famous Canned Goods

JELLIES.
JAMS.
PRESERVES.
MAPLE SYRUP.
CATSUP.

THAT'S ALL.
I have the exclusive
right to tell
Curtis Bros.' canned goods, and have
just received a Urge supply of all the
goods Included in the list named.

BEANS.

PEAS.
TOMATOES.

CHARLES CONROY,

501 S. ARNO ST.

.

PLUM

pudding:

phone, No. Sift.

a,

uommerciM Club Bunding.
CITY UNDERTAKER.

q

Auto phone, 316. Bell phone, 115.

Residence

Auto

uiscs.or woue Mesne, sb.w
.

The Southwestern

Electric & Construction Co., Inc.
Electrical
Engineer and

Contractor.

Electrlo
ligbtln.
power and pum
ing plants, dyn
? mos,
motor
as
C electrical supplle
A-- X
wiring.
H House
tborlzed agent tot
w Crocker, Wheeler .
pi Co. Agent for the
General Electric Ce,
motor,
induction
2 Largest
4
stock
o
electrical fixtures t
2) the southwest. Are
31
member of the Na
nj tlonal
Electric!
M
22

We

Offer to supply you with anything In
our line, at prlcea that are fair and
square, and we are now making

Special Prices
On the Following

$12 Refrigerators
S8.75 Blue Flame Oil Stoves
98 China Tea Sets
40c China Salad Bowie

FT

1

WW

F4

99
$0.75
96
25c
at 20

.'

2 Contractors'

Decorated' Havlland China,
per cent discount.
25c
75c Glass Berry Seta
20c
35c Glass Water Pitchere
91.75 Decorated Lamps
93.25
94.50 Decorated Lampa
85o
91 Steam Cereal Cookers
0e
50c Steam Egg Poachers
910.50
912.50 Buggy Harness

elation.

Auto, 'phone,

C00K

COwOOw0Cw

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

Bad Weather

The Colorado Telephone Co.

mmmumm
liotiriecleanlnt;

458.

Suggest
HAVE YOU . A TELEPHONE IN YOUR HOME? Enable
you to order groceries; call the physician; perform social duties, ete. Rates
from five cents per day up. Let us
tell you about It.

FOURTH ST. AND RAILROAD AVE.

ienersl

-

a-

We grte
for the

ticket
ano contest

91-2-

18 N, T. Arm I Jo Building.

Room

and

job work promptly done.
411

SALE

II. E. FOX,

$ee Window Display

r.r

Broad-Mnide-

Ep-wor- th

PAGE FIVE.

PROGRAM FOR ELK'S
MEMORIAL SERVICES

IS CORDIALLY
THE PUBLIC
SERVICES
vn ED TO
PROMPTLY AT 2:30
TO BEGIN
Anni
Today the Sixty-Nint- h
O'CLOCK P. M.
of Birth in
Tli.. Albuquerque lodge, B. P. O. E.,
will observe their memorial day to'
morrow by elaborate services to be
Very Quiet Manner.
held in the Elks' opera house at 2: 3D
The proo'clock In the afternoon.
very elaborate,
gram,
Is
which
follows.
LIFE'S SKETCH
INTERESTING
AN
excellent, numbers,

versary

CITIZEN.

Phone, Red 271.
WEST RAILROAD

Do You Know

AVE.

THE COMFORT AND PROTECTION A GOOD CHEST PROTECTOR AFFORDS? COME IN AND LET US SHOW YOU SOME
GOOD ONES, AT MODERATE PRICES.
-A CO.- B. M.
First St. and Qold Are. Prop. Alvarado 1'barmacy.
Both Phone.

THE CELEBRATED

br loam

O. F. O.
WHISKEY

OOCOXXXXXDCXDOCXXXXXXXXXX

You Feel Good

Bottled In Bond.

wlit n you wnoke a "Wnlte Lilly"
it's a good cigar, made
of ko1 toliacco, and gives a good
tiinukv one that you can thoroughly
fiijov.
Two ilollars for a box of
"Whit,- - Lilly" cisare.
cl-a- r,

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.
DlmMers.
FRANKFORT. KT.

A.
113'

MELINI & EAKIN
Bole A

J.

i WEST

RICHARDS
RAILROAD

AVENUE.

XXXXXDCOCOC)COCOOCOCOCOCOC

ent.

A Ibuquerquo, N. M.
Automatic Phons, 199.

00C0C'000

full line of liquors, wines and cordials. Family trade a specialty. Er
nest Meyers A Co., 116 West Silver
Avenue.
You aif invited to the Wlille
this evening. Frw lunch at
o'clock.
A

S

0
0
0

THE

00KC0CHK000
NEW YORK FAIR 0
ANTONIO

Gent's

Furnishing

Special Sales Every Saturday.

O00

wOOO

ARMIJO A CO.

Goods Now Arriving:
Auto Phone 601.

K00X0

121 N.

Third Street,

00000

o

V" V.r
ALBUQUERQUE EVENING CITIZEN

PACE SIX.

2, 1905.

SATURDAY

IV. The corporation Is authorized scribed by statute for the amendment
lines, for the' purpose of supplying
water for Irrigation, mining, manufac- to Issue capital stock to the extent ot of the Certificate of Corporation.
In Witness Whereof, we have hereturing, domestic and other public One Million Dollars (f 1.000,000), di
BEST UN SILVERWARE
CERTIFICATE
OF COMPARISON. uses, including fitles and towns; and vided Into Ten Thousand (10,000) unto set our hands and seals this 22d
D,
1905.
A.
par
purpose
of Stertine Silver and Plated Ware
value
of
November,
the
stock
of
aftd
of
day
One
colonization
shares
Hund
Our
of
for the
I commands the consideration of the critical
Territory of New Mexico, Office of the the Improvement of lands In connec- red (l00.00) Dollars each.
(Signed)
' buyer. It'a completeness in ranee and
V. The capital stock whh which
Secretary.
AUGUST W; HOFFMAN, (Seat)
tion therewith, for either or both of
(Seal)
ED. W. SHUTT.
L J. W. Raynolds. Becretary of the said purposes, eHher jointly or sep- the corporation will commence busi
vaneiy, ntwnew in siyicn, unco cm m
(Seal)
WM. H. ClinJERS.
Territory of New Mexico, do hereby arately: and especially for the pur- ness Is subscribed by the Incorpora
quality ana fairness in prices
enables one to choose with a
tors as follows:
frtify that there wa filed for record pose of erecting and maintaining
OUR KBW
degree of satisfaction not
Amount. State of Missouri, City of St. Louis
No. of Shares.
Name.
in this ofrice at 9 o'clock a. m., on the canal, ditch and pipe line or lines, toILLOSTRATHD FALL AND
fPOO.OO SS.
Twenty-seventt possible elsewhere in
laterals, August W. Hoffman.. 8
lav of November, A. gether with all necessary
WINTER
CATALOG No. It
K
the Southwest
800.00
On this 2Mh day of September, A.
. 1!05.
switches and turn-outthe main line Ed. W. Shutt
apme,
will
D.
personally
upon
8
be
sent
1905,
request.
800.00
before
We prepay
B.
system
Wm.
of
canalsJ
Chllders
No- for which said
Certificate
of Stockholders'
all charges, and ship goods on approval '
peared August W. HofTman and Ed W.
nliability of th Rio Grande Land, ditches and pipe line or lines shall be24
nun privilege 01 examination.
12400.00 Shutt, to me known to be the same
Water and Power Company, (No. gin at a point at or near the Indian
village of San Felipe, In the county of
4174),
The uostofflce address of each of persons described In and who executinstrument of writBROCK AND FEAGANS
and also that I have compared the Sandoval, and run in a general soutn-er- the incorporators Is No. 117 West ed the foregoing
course from said point, on the Gold Avenue, Albuquerque, New Mex ing, and they acknowledge that they
following copy of the same, with the
jifrmnutnt
"
LOS ANGELES, CAL. Jewtkn M
TeoWutilulltbelolbTeJl.
act
same
as
free
their
dethe
executed
original thereof, now on file, and
east side of the Rio Grande, between ico.
fcana
!h .nmn who it imdinereeit e
and deed.
clare It to be a correct transcript said river and the foot 'hitls, to a point
Y
erf.
Inm
J
heard
be
to
VI. The corporation shall keep at
eh
tht
it yt
In witness whereor, I have here
at or near the City of Albuquerque, a Its registered office In this Territory
tborefrom and of the whole thereof.
recoil! lead
I time iBimniorlil eociely
la tho
miles; one copy of the transfer tsroks. which unto set my hand and affixed my offito be detriment
Given under my hand and the Great distance of about twenty-ninwhat thai thouiht
i
' .
-'
rL.
year
day
cial
i
and
aforesaid.
seal
Mexico,
the
village
a
ot suik luiuuion.
of copy shall be deemed as original, in
and thence south past the
wet
aleal of the Territory of New
-- i.iij
to thorn tho wrtni of
HEN.T. J. CLARK.
(Signed)
i
t the City of Santa Ke. the Capital, Isleta, through the county of Valencia, which the transfers of stock Bhall be
rur.,
15 phyeical koMlT
Notary Public.
(Seal)
day of No- to a point at or near the town of registered, and the stoekbooks, which
on this Twenty-seventbo ot llttto eeeoeet.
would
ol iec
My term expires August 25, 1909."
Sabinal, In the county of Socorro; and shall contain the names and addresses
ij i
'
Mntit from truth
F beotT
vember, A. I). 1905.
u
i
covi-doming
nMexico,
New
Territory
County
of
of
may
also sucli branch line or lines as
childbirth ti purely a
J. W. RAYNOLDS,
than
stockholders, and the number or
of
the
by poio, to bo
accompanied
SS.
Bernalillo
Secretary of New Mexico.
be deemed advisable, crossing from shares held by them respectively,
phonoinonon,
mo mo
On this 22d day or November, 1905,
lure, but if properly managed
I
H1CKQBY
OLD
W. V. WHITK. Assist. Secretary. the said main line to the west side which shall at all times during the
harmful in itvirV't upon the human (oral
of the said river, along Its main usual hours of business be open to b fore me personally appeared Wm.
(aoctioa.
natural
otbot
any
than
divine
B.
me
Chllders,
Land.
Water
and
to
to
be
Rio
known
Grande
The
the
course.
the inspection of a stockholder In perCertificate of
Power Company,
and generate son with respect to his Interest as same person described in and who exAnd to manufacture
or
foregoing
ecuted
of Stockholders.
Instrument
electricity with the water passing
Bt'ockhoiuer, or for a purpose writing, the bo acknowledged
he
This is to certify that the under- through said canals; and to pump such
that
and
upon
germane
as
such,
to his status
signed, being all the original Incor- water from the ground for the
the same as his tree act and
e
application In wrtlng to the registered executed
porators who have filed the Certificate
deed.
obtaining
Increasing
the
and
of
In
corporation
charge of
agent of the
t oiientinl In the oroper mananmoat of
company, amount of water
In witness whereof, I have hereunto
f incorporation of thin
that can be otherTery cav "t Uhor : it relaxM and toftcn
the custody of set my hand and affixed my official
thereby associating themselves Into a wise obtained; and also for the pur- such office and havingregistered
the abriomiinl thiIm. th"by enabtinf
agent seal
books; but the
day and year aforesaid.
corporation, under and by virtue of pose of appropriating such unappro such
the
them to "list iin the ttretching that tliey
may refuse permission to any stock(Signed)
mut un'"rp.. jnd from thit ory fact it
the provisions of an act of the Legis- priated water as can be legally
holder to examine the same (except
facilitate thir rn,rn to normal propor. ,4
THOS. K. D. MADDISON.
lative Assembly of the Territory of
flow In the RIo as to the entries affecting the shares
from
the
tiont ttt vhildliirth, and It It obvtoue
(Seal)
New Mexico, entitled, "An Act to
Notary Public.
Grande; and also for the purpose of
by such stockholder),
unless
that pain irm.i be greatly Intoned from
the Formation and Government constructing reservoirs for the, stor- owneduntil
thl er reason
cxamla-tiosuch
satisfied
that
and
4173,
No.
Rec'd.
Cor.
Endorsed.
Mining.
ManuCorporations
for
of
It t a lir.mient, it it harmleet. t to
age of water, to be used In connection
and the information to be ac Vol. 5, Page 353 Certificate of Incorfacturing. Industrial and Other Pur- witti said ditches, canals and pipe
potent, it i nriceleM in itt mullt, H it
legitimate
thereby are for a
poration, The Rio Grande Land,
Mother' Piirnd
100 per hottl at drag
suits." approved March 15. 19t5, for lines and generate electricity as afore quired
purposo and not for a purpose hostile Water and Power Company.
kiW of pricelest ealuo aonl I
TT
ttorri (
And on beiialf of themselves, all other said; and to sell and dispose of elecR
women.
free to ail
Filed In Office of Secretarv of New
tock holders who may become asso- tric power and water to private or to the Interests of the corporation or
Its individual stockholders, and the Mexico, Nov. 27. 1905. 9 a. m.
ciated with them, and said crpora-- ' public consumers thereof.
Brad Hold nogulatof 0o
determination of the registered agent
.1.
W. RAYNOLDS,
firm, do hereby declare that there
ATLANTA. 64.
;i!
Q
Every horse needs a blanket .this U
'ySWyC jfe
As subsidiary to and In connection shall be final, conclusive and binding
Secretary.
nhall be no stockholders' liability on
weather,
and we Invite an laepee- fSvftr
jSf"
upon
all stockholders and all persons
with the foregoing, from time to time
account of any stock Issued by the the
,arse ,lne- - A good, n
our
of
yS-rHrffftion
0
Corporation
Registered with the
claiming under such stockholders.
corporation may
said corporation, and that all stocklined. Burlap Blanket, Iwtfc two
ComManagement
Organisation
Manufacture,
purchase
or
otherwise
and
limIn
VII.
and
not
In
furtherance
be
corporation
, i.uv. m ,w ii
shall
holders of said
PHOtNIX FAIR POSTPONED
I
i
I surcingles aiiacneu,
exempt from liability on account of acquire goods, wares, merchandise, itation of the powers conferred by pany, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
each- B,anket
at
8treet
x
wo'
any stock Issued to, or held by them, and personal property of every class statute, the Board of Directors are
Compd. M to W.
MARICOPA
ROAD LEADING
THE
hold,
description,
own.
and
and
moft
expressly
authorized:
amount
except such liability for the
.TO THE TOWN IS PUT OUT OF
gage,
or otherwise dUpOHe of,
X
GO.
To hold their meetings, to have one ARTICLES
of capital certified to have been ac- trade, sell
OF INCORPORATION.
BUSINESS BY THE GILA RIVER. f Cor. First street and Tijeraa road. AlBUQUIRQUE CARRIAGE
In
same
deal
with
the
deal
and
property
or cash, at the
tually paid, in
or
offices and to keep the
more
Acquire and undertake the good, books of the corporation within or, Rio Grande Land, Water and Power
time of commencement of business, as will,
The good people or Phoenix are
proierty. rights, franchises, con except as otherwise provided by stat
Com nan v.
provided for and in accordance with
certainly to Jia commlsserated with.
every
manner
tracts
of
assets
and
and
of
County
Mexico,
Territory
New
ot
ute, without the Territory of New
Section 23 of said act of the legisla- kind
Arter devoting the greater part or a
and the liabilities of any person, Mexico, at such
Bernalillo SS.
places as may from
year and spending large sums or
tive Assembly, under which said
firm,
corporation,
or
association
either
for
was
record
filed
Flssst
This
instrument
time to time be designated by them.
is 'organized.
money with a lavish hand In order to
on the 28th day or November. 1905, at insure the success or their first terIn Witness .Whereof, tbt said incor waolly or In part, and pay for the
to
To
from
time
time
determine
'n cash, stock or bonds of the whether,
n. m.
porators of the said incorporation same
ritorial fair, all of
well laid plans
and, if allowed, under what S:4!i o'clock In
or otherwise,
Vol. B or Records or are brushed aside their
Recorded
have hereunto set their hands and corporation,
by what is comregulations
conditions
and
the
Recarry
perform
make,
t.nter
into,
and
45.
Foil
countv,
said
seals on thie, the 22d day of Novem out contracts of every kind and for counts and books of the corporation
monly called In railroad parlance, "An
JOSEPH BARNETT, lVep.
.1. A. SUMMERS.
"
ber, A. D. 1905.
act of Providence."
shall be open to the Inspection of the
SAMPLE AND
any
purpose
person,
any
lawful'
with
Recorder.
Signed, sealed and dellve'a in firm,
Phoenix is so situated that Ingress
stockholders, and the stockholders'
association or corporation.
CLUB BOOMS
presence of
,
Aretve
egress
Ratfroaef
In
dependent
rights
and
are
lmost
respect
shall
be
are
and
this
West
130
Issue bonds, debentures or obliga
(Signed)
',
NAMED
upon
wholly
ARE
&
ithe
BANKS
Maricopa
accordingly,
Phoenix
or
and
restricted
limited
AUGUST W. HOFK.y.X. (Seal) tions of the corporation, and at the no stockholder shall nave any rigtit
railroad. The latter crosses the Gila
of the coriioratlon, to secure
(Seal) optionsame
W. SHUTT.
to Inspect any account or book or COUNTY TREASURERS OBEY NEW river a Bhort distance north of Sacs-ton- ,
by
mortgage,
pledge,
the
deed
(Seal)
WM. B. CHILDBVtS.
while the Gila continues Its west
document of the corporation, except
of trust or otherwise.
SESSION LAWS AND DESIGNATE ern way until it Joins the Salt river.
as conferred by statute or authorized
apply
hold,
To
acquire,
for,
sell,
use,
Mexico,
New
County of
Territory of
Heavy storms prevailed all through
BANKS TO RECEIVE FUNDS.
assigu, lease, grant licenses In respect by the Board of Directors or by a resoBernalillo SS.,
us.
that region Monday and Tuesday of
stockholders.
For the reason that we can guarantee all glasses' prescribed by
On t his 22t' -- ay or November, 1905, of. mortgage or otherwise dispose of lution of the
lOfi or the this week with the result that a great
chapter
by
required
Ae
alter,
To
make,
amend
patent
nndrescind
or
letters
of
nlted
the
States
p
me
appeared Wm.
liefnre
s
of the corporation, to fix, SettKion Laws of 1905. of the territorial part of the railroad was wiped off
H. Ohildert, to me known to be the any foreign country, patents patent the
the various county treas- the map by the angry, swollen waters
determine
rights,
from
time to time and vary statute),
licenses
invenprivileges,
and
persons
115 GOLD AVE,
in and who execu
territory are preparing of the treacherous Gila river.
working
of
Improvements'
be
the
urer
as
'to
the
reserved
processes,
amount
and
tions.
"jregoing
Instrument and they
ted the
Of
course,
no
mase
with
to
proper
railroad
the times for the to plve surety bonds for the
Member of Board of Optometry
acknov .edged that they executed the trade marks and trade names, re capital, to determinepayment
Maricopa to Phoenix,
lating to or useful In connection with declaration and
and the accounting of the public funds in their the haul from country
Examiners.
sam&as their free act and deed.
Inwith
and
deeply
the
still
amount of each dividend on tho stock, keeping.
WUntxig my hand and seal the day any business of the corporation.
undated,
was
It
question
reof
out
the
Under tiie" same law they are
Hold, purchase, or otherwise ac- to determine and direct the use and
ar. year lawt above written.
quire, sell, ass,n, transfer, mortgage, disposition of any surplus or net quired to designate the banks In to hold the 4 fair at the time specified
(Signed)
to 9 Inclusive. To make
pledge or otherwise dispose of snare profits .and to authorize and cause to which county fiinda are to be deposit- December
THOS. K. D. MADDISON.
Wholesale liquor and CWar Dealers
damage more complete, the Gila
the
give
to
required
are
banks
upon
mortgages
ed
and
such
be
lien
&
of
capital
executed
and
the
stock
debenand bonds,
(Seal)
Notary Public
washed away hundreds and hun
tures or other evidences of indebted- the real and personal property of the a surety bond for the protection of the also
Mot
Fxcluslve Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C.B. Whiskies.
dreds of yards of the tracks of the
State of Missouri, City of St. Louis ness created by other corporation or corporation, provided, always that a funds deposited with them by the Gila
C Bohemlam nd
Chandon White Seal Champagne, St, Louli A.
Valley,
&
road,
Globe
Northern
corporations, and.v while the holder majority)' of the whole Board concur county treasurers. Under the old law
as.
owner
distributor
and
Beers,
and
Jos Schlltz Milwaukee Bottled
the county treasurers were required practically cutting Globe out or terOn this 28th day of September, 1905, thereor, exercise all the rights and therein.
for our Illustrated Catalogue ad
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write 199.
Pursuant to the affirmative vote of to give" bonds equal to double the minal communication with the rest or
me personally appeared A'iglist privileges of ownership. Including the
Salesroom, 111 Soutn ririt
Telephone,
Automatic
List.
Price
world.
the
the holders of a majority of the stock amount or collection In said offices.
W. Hoffman and Ed W. Shutt, to me right to vote thereon.
Mexico.
New
Albuquerque,
Street,
Reluctantly,
thererore,
the
directors
Now, however, the new law provides
Purchase, hold, and reissue the issued .and outstanding at a stockhold
known to be the persons described In
25 or the Talr met and announced a post
and who executed the foregoing in shares of Its capital stock, Its bonds ers' meeting duly convened, to sell, that the bonds shall only equal
assign, transfer or otherwise dispose per cent or tho total amounts or the ponement ror three weeks. That will
ertrument and they acknowledged that or other securities.
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
preceeding bring the period down to ChristmaB
s collections
during the
Remunerate any person or corpora- of the property. Including the
they executed the same as l.ie;r f.'ee
and it Is questionable U the peoLTVERY, SALE FEED AND TRANS-FEof the corporation as an en- year. This Bum Is large enough to week,
tion for services rendered, or to be
acr and deed.
ple or the
will care to absent
STABLES
Wknes. my hand and seal the day rendered, in placing or assisting to tirety, provided always that a major- amply protect the runds in so rar as themselves territory
rrom their homes or their
concerned.
ore
the
treasurers
place
ity
concur
therein.
whole
year
of
Board
the
or
bought and exguaranteeing
Mules
placing
and
lust above written.
and
the
Horse
or
business
during
affairs
or
that week
The new law goes Into effect JanuTo appoint additional officers of the
changed.
(Signed i
underwriting or any or the shares of
BBNJ. J. CLARK,
following
tho
to
week.
And
have
the
stock of the corporation, or any deb- corporation. Including one or more ary 1, 1906. As a result of the change, fair the first week in January will
(Seal)
Notary Public.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
not DECEMBER
by
designated
My commission expires August 23, entures, bonds or other securities of vice presidents, one or more assistant the uami'H of banks
Second street, between Railroad and
It
make
event
1905,
of
the
but
tne corporation, or In or about the' treasurers, and one or more assistant county treasurers for the different or 1906, something which cannotrather
Copper avenue.
1909.
i
be
rormation or promotion of the corpor- secretaries; and, to the extent pro- - counties are being received at the thought of for a moment. Altogether,
& Colvin
Kane,
Shipman
COOCXXXXXXOC)COCXXXXX)CXX)0
No. 4174. Cor. Rec'd, ation, or in the conduct of Us busi- vlded by the
Endorsed:
the persons so office of Charles V. SafffTord, travel the situation is a deplorable one, but
Vol. 6, page 353. Certificate of Stock- ness.
X
appointed may have and shall exer- 1ng auditor.
O. F. PLATT,
Present
In
may
misery
be
It
a
their
grain
of
Eight county treasurers have yet to
holders'
s'
To the same extent as natural per- cise all the powers of the president,
The
Rio
dyer.
and
cleaner
The
real
good
comfort
for
people
tho
of PhoeGrande Land. Water and Power Com- sons might or could do, to purchase of the treasurer and of the secretary, select banks In which funds are to be nix to know
fine
and gentlemen's
that they have the deep
ALBERTA GALLATIN
pany.
or otherwise acquire, to hold, own, respectively, provided, however, that deposited.
Portiere,
a specialty.
clothe
sympathy
Albuquerque.
all
of
Following ls a list of the banks reFiled in Office of Secretary of New maintain, work, develop, sell, convey, all
1411
shall bo chosen
etc.
North
lace curtains,
Ia- -ceived today:
Mexico, Nov. 27, 1905, 9 a. m.
mortgage or otherwise dispose of, from the Directors.
Fifth street. Old 'phone, Feed,
Give Your Stomach Rest.
Sandoval County State National
Hy a resolution passed by a majorwithout limit as to tho amount, withJ. W. RAYNOLDS,
26
V2. Automatic 'phone, 675.
Comedy
Nothing
York
New
will
indigestion
cure
that The London and
in or without the Territory or New ity vote of the whole Hoard, under bank, Albuquerque.
Secretary.
KXXDOOOOOOOOCOOOOCXOOOOOO
doesn't
digest
rood,
itself, and
tho
Success,
Compd. M to W.
Mexico, and In any part of the world, suitable provision of the
to San Juan County First National give the stomach
rest. You can't exreal estate and real property, and any designate two or more of their number bank of Farmlngton and Citizens' bank pect that
a
will
regain
weak
stomach
Certificate of Stockholders'
Interest and rights therein; and also to constitute an Executive Committee, of Aztec.
PAINTS, OILS. VARNISHES AND
Taos County First National bank its strength and get well when It is
acquire, improve by conducting which committee shall, Tor the time
BRUSHES.
compelled
to
do
the full work that a
Of
water tUereon and otherwise, agricul- being, as provided In said resolution, of Las Vegas.
Saddles, Lap
Harness,
Leather.
stomach
should do.
You
Union County First National bank sound
Rio Grande Land, Water and Power tural lands, and dispose of the same; or In the
have and exercise
Robes, Horse Blankets, Etc. Palwouldn't expect a sick horse to get
Company.
to establish and lay out towns and any or all the powers or the Hoard of of Clayton.
metto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
well when it is compelled to do a full
Territory of New Mexico, County of town sites and Improve the same
Vakncia and 'lorrance Counties
stops leak. Cash paid for Hide and
and Directors, which may be lawfully dele- Hunk
day's work every day of the week.
Bernalillo ss.
of Commerce Albuquerque.
gated, In the management of the busidisMise or the lots therein.
Pelts.
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure Is a perfect di- This instrument was filed for record
County
Heriialillo
National
State
corporation,
ness
affairs
of
To buy or otherwise
and
the
acquire, to
V09
AVENUE.
WEST RAILROAD
gestaiu and digests the food regard
on the 28lh day of November, 1905, at hold, own, mortgage, pledge,
bank.
power
shall
to
have
the
and
authorize
sell, as
or the condition or your stomach
less
9:45 o'clock a. in.
Orant
County
City
National
Silver
or
corporation
to
be
seal
tho
to
sign, and transfer, or otherwise dis
affixed
Relieves Indigestion. Belching, Sour
Recorded ill Vol. B of Records of pose or,
Hank and Silver City Savings bank.
and to Invest, trade in and all papers which may require It.
Stomach, and all 6tomach disorders
aid County, Folio 48.
Deniing.
Luna
County
Rank
of
ot
The
Directors
the
any
Hoard
and
deal in
goods, wares, merchandise
.1. A. SUMMERS.
Lincoln County Exchange Bank of Sold by all druggists.
By
and property or every class and de Kxecuilve Committee shall, except as
ALL HOME
Recorder.
provided by law, have VVnite Oaks and the Jaffa Mercantile
script Ion. Including patent! and pat otherwise
DAVIS.
your
poll
HENRY
Pay
at
taxes
today
HUBriRT
COOKING
company,
Hanking
and
Lincoln.
power
at
manner,
following
In
to
act
rights,
the
ent
Inventions or improve
CERTIFICATE
OF COMPARISON
Guadalupe County First National O'Rielly & Company' drug store.
ments, trade marks, options, shares or viz.:, A resolution In writing, signed
Bean and Brow Bread
Baked
New
Boston
Theater,
the
Hudson
Direct
from
of Santa Rosa.
every Saturday.
Territory of New Mexico, office of the rights in corporations, real nronenv as arflrmatlvely approved by all the ank.
York.
McKinley
County
County
McKinley
or
any
of
of
Hoard
members
Directors,
the
description. Including mines,
AVENUE
WEST RAILROAD
401
Secretary.
I. J. W. Raynolds, Secretary of the railroads, and also bonds, mortgages, or by all the members of the Execu bank, at Gallup.
"io,
enfiaKemeut,
Ibis
during
Prices
Quay
County
National
First
bank
or
committee,
tive
or
and there
other
any kind or description
&
Territory of New Mexico, do hereby securities
s
)1 and $t.ru. Seats on sale at
Tucunicari.
certify that there was filed for record or other evidences or Indebtedness, after with original or with duplicated of Rio
6.
Wednesday,
lHcember
INSURANCE,
on
REAL
ESTATE.
FIRE
County
Arriba
National
First
signatures
in
recorded
Inserted
the
in this office at 9 o'clock a. m., on the and Investments or Investment securLOANS
of l'ortales.
Twenty-Bevent- a
day of November, A. ities of any kind or description what- minutes and properly dated, shall be bai.k
Sierra County Sierra County bank
Automatic phono 451.
ever, or to act as the agent for the deemed to be action by such board of
D. 1905,
of lllllsboro.
Room 10, N. T. Armtjo Building.
Articles of Incorporation of the Rio sale or purchase of any of the same, such committee as the case may
Socorro County
Rank of Comto the extent therein express
Grande Land, Water and Power or for any other puriiose connected be.
wnli any of the said above described ed, with the same force and effect as merce, of Albuquerque.
Company, (No. 4173),
and alxo that I have compared the powers; to promote corporations or If the same liad been duly passed by
Movin
Drayin
TUESDAY,
Clear the Way.
following copy of the same, with the enterprises of any character. Including the same vote at a regularly conI
meeting.
industrial
DECEMBER
or
lie mission
enterprises,
"Karly Risirs" is
original thereof, now on file, and derailroads, vened
FREIGHT!!.
Subject to the foregoing provisions to clear the way and give Nature full art oausad by Indigestion. If you aat
real estate companies, banklug
clare it to be a correct transcript mints,
l
may
sway.
prescribe
Institutions
tho
London
the
York
ramous
and
number
These
and all business of enterlittle pills rid uttla too much, or If you art subject to The New
therefrom and of the whole thereof.
one, you'll
You have u
Comedy Succesa of
Oiven under my band and the CJreat prises of any character, and to own of Directors to constitute a quorum the stomach and bowels or all putrid attacks of Indigestion, you have no doubt
again.
Price
rlgtt;
call
meetings,
operate
and
number
matter,
and
such
at
or
their
thus removing the causes ot had shortness of breath, rapid heart beaU,
finance the same; to
Seal of the Territory of New Mexico,
the past Season.
in any manner any corporation or may be less than a majority of the headache, constipation, sallow
there ain't no jouglo'.
com- heartburn or palpitation of tho heart.
at the City cf Santa Fe, the Capital, aid
w
plexion, etc.
Hoard.
Indigestion causes tho stomach to
DeWltt's Little Early
on tuU Twemy-sevemday of No- enterprise In wnich the company ls in- - bole
EVERY SONG A HIT.
if Risers never gripe or sicken. A safe, expand
VIII. The period of existence
swell, and puff up against tho
By tbc Albuquerque Transfer Men
' imiorse, underwrite or
vember. A. D. lftttS.
Is
guarantee
fifty
to
this
limited
pleasant,
corKration
the stock, securities or un
perfect pill. Mack Hamilton, heart This crowds the heart and InterJ. W. RAYNOLDS,
years.
ilertaking
action,
in
of
Rs
any
tho
course
hotel clerk at Valley City, N. D.. feres with
and
corporation or per
Secretary of New Mexico.
Jules Murry's Comedy Company
The corporation reserves the right says: "Two bottles of these Famous Um tho heart becorr.es diseased.
v
Uj W. V. WHITK. Assist. Secretary. sou.
M. DRAGOIE
Vitb a view ir, the working and to amend, alter, change or repeal any Little Pills cured me of chronic conIncluding
provision
In
certificate
contained
stipation."
or
this
ucveiopment
tbe properties of the
The Rio Grande Land. Water and
Sold by all druggists.
'
Dealer lo
Power Company,
Certificate of corimratlon. and to effectuate, directly in the manner now or hereafter preALICE
JOHNSON
MERCHANDISE,
MISS
GENERAL
Proposals
11s
or
inuireciiy,
will be received until 11
Incorporation.
objects and pur
Groceries, Cigar and Tobacco, and
a. m.. December 20. 1!m.". and then
Wt, the undersigned, in order to poses, or any 01 mein, tne corporaall kind of Fresh Meat
opened for furnishing material and la
form a corporation tor the purposes tion may, In the discretion of the di
300 North Broadway, Corner of Washbor to repair public buildings here.
hereinafter stated. uiuUt and pur- rectors, rrom time to time, tarry ou
OF ington Arenuo. ALBUQUERUE.N. M.
Information rurnished on application. digest what you oat, take tho (train off
suant to the provisions or an act or Kuy other lawful business, manufac
Knvelopes
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any
I
otherwise,
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end
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to aerp tli bowel IB good
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Dig
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Manufacturing. Industrial and Other and elsewhere, including any or the Ju'.oi! toniarh
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the Stomach and
Tney am vrry nic to
With
Harry Slutkl.y. Manca I'buo. fa.
tiTo Tract, Nervous Dyspepsia and Catarrh
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HARRISON J. WOLFE as Sir
MR.
In
Mad
Chase.
Stomach,
of
Dishereby
the
of ihe United States, the
certify as follows:
do
md CURE the LUNC8
Millions rush in mad chac atier
Reginald Baisize.
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trict or Columbia, and any and u!l forAfter eeitrvf, me feed ereuM dlarreee ne br aselrhi
Jy Tru Dowels
health, from one extreme of faddism
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fices therein, and therein to bold,
Power Company.
Alter uelrt el aw boOJee I an cured.
tat kooii toou an-- K.t-t- tneir bowels title rebel.
II. The registered office of the cor- purchase, mortgage, and convey real
M.
NICHOLS,
MRS. UXUMO
regular with Dr. Kind's New Life
Feu Yaa, Y.
Seats on sale at Matson's Saturday
poration U No. 117 West Gold Avenue, ami personal property, except aa and
Pill--- ,
their troubles
uuid all pass
I be ttemaxh trouble end aru In s be atele u I December 2.
Albuquerque, New Mexico, and the wl.tu forbidden by lotul laws.
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awa
I'l mi ;tt relief and quick cure fta4 heart trouble with It. I loos Kodol Drape pal
The foregoing rlansrs shall he con
Corporation Organization and Manage
j m,i stomach
for
trouble; "e at Cure tar about lour BMQlhtIXand II cured me.
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Free Trial.
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get
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powers
4
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The construction1 and
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Try one.
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TERRITORIAL TOPICS

desk unit with a few or

A
I

of Freeh and Salt Meats.
Factory.
EMIS KLEINWORT,
Masonic Building, North Third Street.

C. I Davis, of Helen, special off- the only nor the most potent arguicer of the Santa Fe, Is spending a few ment urged against the spectacle.
It is an object lesson in the desire:
days In the city.
of the people to see horrors, however,
of Needles, Cal., when It is considered that the crowd
M. R. Burgess,
who will succeed W. J. Dixon as cash- who went to see the wreck was the

largest of the fair. To be aure there
was better weuther than on any pre- - j
ceding day and the opportunity to at- tend the fair was greater, but with all
this the wreck spectacle must be ad- mitted to have been a drawing card
for the day.
"There is no good in these wrecks."
said a railroad official after he had
watched the locomotives come
gether. , The people get the wrong Idea
shown some- of the matter
,..and. .are ..
.4
I
i t .!.!.
llllllg WI1ICI1
KllKe IIUIJUIUIUI UUU
dlsgusting.
It is not right that
should be permitted in the
and the objections made by sev- erul prominent Texas railroad men
are all pood, and should be adopted.
"Kailroads are certain to suffer to a
a certain degree by the public parading of wreck possibilities
such as
this."

Ha
A

by

Been Filed Against Commissionera of Quay County,

-

mandamus suit has been brought

'he Tucumeari Times against the

of
board of county commissioners
Quay county. The paper alleges that
the delinquent tax list was given to
another paper for publication, after
me commissioners nad entered into a
ft,
' Thft
m.n.mnt
Tlmnn
Inoll..!!. -my
1 iino,
t v l wiiu
.i..nwuager of the Times claims to have
tained- - damages, having made prepara-fal- r.
He
tlons for caring for the work.
asxs to be awarded damages ttgainsi
the county for the failure of the commissioners to live up to the contract
with the paper.
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ROBBERIES AT CLAYTON.
Nicholas Chaffin has returned to
camp
Vegas
1
from the surveying
l.as
Gang of Crook
Union
Terrorizes
of the Phelps-Dodgoutfit. He says TO OLD MEXICO
i own, orcaKing into
wouniy
that as soon as the weather settles
Four Stores.
FOR TRAIN WRECKER
the work of the .permanent location
wilf be pushed with a larger number
Four stores have been burglarized
of men and teams.
REIN
SANTA FE DETECTIVES
at Clayton, Union county, during the
PUBLIC TO REQUISITION MAN past week. It is supposed that the
Joe Stewart, a machinist and boiler-make- r
FOR WHOM $5,000 REWARD IS crimes were committed by tramps.
at the shops of the Pecos ValOFFERED.
The places broken Into were: R. T.
ley and Northeastern railroad, was at
Mnnsker'H
meat market
Colorado
work the other evening, when a piece
r.uwnru nice, a secret service ue- Southern's
baggage room, O. J.
of steel flew and hit his left eye, tective in the
employ of the Atchison,
piercing the Bigrbt, It is feared. He Topeka & Santa Fe and Matt Ken- - Schneider s harness shop, and Fnw-, cm & ian-- clothing store.
was operated on by Dr. Presley, the ney. a Kansas
City detective, have
K,vlnK tDe name of Gorge
A
specialist, who removed the steel.
gone to Old Mexico to bring back & Edwards was arrested, charged
with
arrested there and charged with robbing the depot. The arrest was
Vincent Holcomb left last night for man
implicated In the wrecking of a made by O. J. Schneider and another
a month's visit to points in Califor- being
Santa Fe passenger train last May, man. While Schneider was taking the
nia. A pleasant reunion of the
his place of
family was held Thanksgiving near Emporia, Kas., In which six per- prisoner to the lock-uDay, when two brothers of the Santa sons were injured, one of whom, business was entered.
Hanger, an old soldier from
Fe freight checking clerk, namely, James
died the next day. "HAVING FUN WITH THE "RUBE."
Dr. J. Ij. Holcomb, of Brown, Okla., Fort Leavenworth,
Hayes and Inspector Halpin reand Dahl Holcomb, of El Paso, Texas, Chief
Charley Dexter, once of Chicago,
partook of a turkey dinner and spent fused to- talk about the case, but it Is
said another wrecker has been tra
and later with Iulsville, In the Aman afternoon of sociability,
ed to the Philippines and that Detec- erican Association, Is credited with
tive Kenney will go there to get him this one:
Rate for Homeseeker.
"Waddell wa pitching for the Colreturns from Old Mexico.
The Santa Fe and the Rock Island when K.be Hurley,
J.
general mautiger of onels when I was playing the out- have submitted a proposition to the
for the Santa Fe, has offered a reward of
Western Passenger association
one-wa- y
colonists rates, to be put into $5,000 for the arrest and conviction of
This wreck oceffect the first and third Tuesdays in the guilty persons.
January and February.
The rati curred a mile east of Kmporia, tho
Evidence was
proposed
are one-ha-1.lf
of the. - one... way morning of May 14.
. found indicating that a woman and
rule puis w. 'Ti lie points m iwiiiuhl three
men were responsible for it,
these tickets will be sold are southwestern Missouri, Arkansas, Oklaho- and Santa Fe officials and detectives
ma, Indian Territory, Louisiana, Tex- have worked on the theory that
seeking
as, Kansas, Nebraska, eastern Colo- three men were
had been dl's- ,- i'
rado, Wyoming and New Mexico, and revenge because. I they
.
mwir ine scene oi ine wrecK
also to Pueblo, Colorado Springs, Den- uiiaiseu.
In a pool of water, were found a track
ver and Trinidad.
wrench and crowbar that had been
stolen from a nearby section tool
FORGED A PASS
house. The spikes and fishplates of
two rails on the inside of a curve Irad
TWO YOUNG MEN IN JAIL FOR been removed.
e

JOE

I

slf
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v
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SUIT

MANDAMUS

c

Smoke the White

Lily

Wholesale Grocers

lgar.

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

RICHARDS-CIG- ARS

W. Railroad Avenue.

113

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

PIONCEH BAKERY

Com-

Karly the coming spring will see
electric cars whizzing over I ho city
of Douglas and the Smelter City will
have assumed metropolitan airs which
will be In keeping with the rapid
growth of the city In other ways. At
the meeting of the board of directors
of, the Dougla Street Railway company bids were opened for tne cars
and material to be used In the construction of the line and ordere were
placed for all the necessary paraphernalia for a well equipped trolley line.

I

.

v':i

Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Bro.)
WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY
We desire patronage and we guarantee first class baking.
207 S. First Street.
Albuquerque.
SIMON

ELECTRIC CARS

RAILROAD TOPICS

nils-flrtun- e

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

i

For Douglas, Arizona, Early the
ing Spring.

David Narvaex, a machinist helper
at the Santa Fe shops, had the
yesterday to fall from a locomotive on which he was working. He
sustained a sprained left wYist and
was removed to the Santa Fe hospital
for treatment.

Meat Market

V

STRIKES OIL.
Mora County Farmer Makes Rich Discovery While Drilling for Artesian Water.
While drilling for artesian water in
Mora county. Hoy lackey struck an
oil vein at a depth of 200 feet. The
flow from the oil deposit Is great
and the discovery Is said to b one of
the most important ones ever mude in
New Mexico.
The oil will gauge a
high grade when refined, according to
the opinion of several experts who
have visited the new well.

ninny book units as desired.

.

. THIRD STREET

WOMEN OF WASHINGTON

Steim Sausage

Pnrtipularly adapted to the requirements of teachers, physicians, attorneys, librarians and
private secretaries. We have a
complete line on display. Nothing nier for a Christmas present. Call and let ng show yon
hey are. or send
tow pretty
for catalogue.
J. D. EMMONS.
Cor. Coal Ave. and Second St.
Auto phone 474. Colo phone, 173.
RETAIL
FURNITURE.
AND
WHOLESALE
Wet end of viaduct.

Special Santa Ke Officer llenjamin
J. Peyster of this city, has been transferred to Belen, C. L. Davis has
moved from Belen to l.as Vegas, while
. H. Gray, formerly special officer In
Albuquerque, will come from las Vegas to this city. ,.

'AGE SEVEN.

All Kind

Th only perfect combination
deck and lKok case ever made.

ier at the Hotel Alvarado, has arrived
in the city. Mr. Dixon resigned his
position to work in a similar capacity at the Kl Tovar hotel. Grand
Canyon.

.

i

Gases and Desk Combined

Book
0

t

ELASTIC

GLOBE WERNICKE

x--x-x

EVENING CITIZEN

--

-

A

I

BALLING,

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Established la 1882

.

F. C. PRATT & CO.
Hole agetits

FOUND AT LAST

for Casino Canned Good
Heekin & Co.'s Coffees. Im
boden'a Granite Flour.

.las.

Washington, I. , Dec. 2.
Miss
Clark, daughter of Scnalor C. D.
Clark of Wyoming, is tine of l he popular girls in the senatorial set. The
senator has been in the liablt of spend
ing the winter at one of the hotels Hlllgboro creamery Butter Best oaj
but this winter they expect to take
Kartn.
a lionise and entertain.
Order Solicited"!
Free DeliTery.
lhin'1 drug the stomach to cure
cough. One Minute Cough Cure cuts
214 South Second Street.
0
the mucus, draws the inflammation
out of the throat, lungs and bronchial CLAHKVILLB PRODUCC CO
tubes, heals, soothes and cures. A
HAT, GRAIN AND FEED
quick cure for Croup and Whooping
Wholesale and Retail
Cough. Sold by all druggists.
HIDES. PELTS AND WOOL
J. B. MacMANUS, Mgr.
SATURDAY'S SPECIAL SALE.
602 South First Street Both Phone
3 cans of good quality Salmon. .. .25c
Choice Farm Hntter. 2 His for
46c
California Plums, 2 cans for
25c
rmm
California Grapes, 2 cans for
25c
Holiday goods are arriving daily.
Our stock will be one of the most
Secretary Mutual BulMtng Ajaoola-tlocomplete to be found In town.
Office at .1. C. Baldrldge
2 qts of Choice Cranberries
yard.
25c
S cans of Sardines
25c
for
TOTi A OmADI
2 lbs of fresh Ginger Snaps for. ...15c
3 cans of Cream
25c
Our customers got. their Thanks- Dealer In Groceries, Provision. Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
giving turkeys for 20c per lb. Vhwt
did you pay? Hadn't you better give Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquor
and Cigar. Place your orders (or
us your Christmas turkey order?
thl line with n.
Now is a good time.
NORTH THIRD STREET.
3 bottles of Chow-Cho25c
1 pkg of Force and 1 pkg of Shred
2tie
ded Wheat Biscuit for
REDUCED PRICES
12 Vic grade of Tomatoes
10c
On Dental Work.
Plate, $8.00;
t
2
pkgs of Cold Water
Gold Crown, 18.00; Filling. $1.00
15c
Starch for
up.
Teeth extracted without pain.
See in for building hardware. We
50c. All guaranteed.
are making money-savinprices.
Premium pkgs of Oat Flakes
25c
3 pkgs of Seeded Raisins
25c
20c
Candled Citron, per lb
1 lb of Baker's Chocolate
35c
We carry a splendid assortment of
Carpenters' high grade tools and our
prices are reasonable.
B. F. COPP, D. D. S.
THE MAZE.
William Kieke, Proprietor.
Room 17. N. T. Armljo BuUdmg.

Staple and Fancy
Groceries

7
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THE FINEST

n iniinnu piiid iivcdv mn
2 Lunuun ukuu mini nnu
FEED STABLE

E

3

OBJECT

MAN SEES NO GOOD
EXHIBITION AFFAIRS.

'UK

tLEANMNO

IIKM.lSa"

llendrie

&

v

Bolthoff Mfg. and Sopplj Co.

I62M639 Seventeenth Street.

DENVER,

Corner Second and Marquette.

COLORADO

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
General Bcilding Sqpplies

SCREEN DOORS
Both Phones

Third and Marquette

000teKeOee)0cve)
OeoOeoeOeK
Unredeemed Diamonds
HELOW
THE WHOLESALE PRICE. SHOULD
YOUR JEWELER OKFER TO SELL YOU A
DIAMOND EVEN
AT ' COST.
IT WOULD
still pay you to buy It from us, as We are In a position

monds that have been pawned to us at
Jewelers buy at wholesale.
ROSENFIELO,
118

20

to sell diaper cent less than retail

The Man You Can Trust

The Pawnbroker.

Railroad avenue,- - next door to the St. Elmo, Albuquerque, N. M.
guaranteed.
Hal j road tickets bought and sold transaction

eooex)oecoxc

(1

THE FUEHR UNDERTAKING CO.

r LIKE A MAGNET.
The fait that we charge less aud Softener work than most plumbers do
it more promptly,
too attracts and
holds customers. What w are after
now is your custom.
Get to know
us and the way we do things, and
.
we'll have It.
4 J

307 Wtst Railroad Arence,
Oav or NlgH
Bits 'Piloses.

THE

t

the valley for sate or trade
in
for city property; 25 acre
alfalfa.
In

A

M
Prop.
C. GRANNIS,
H Auto Phone, 311. Colo., 300 Red. m
H
H
Day and Night Hack.
Albuquerque,
Mexico. Q
New

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

SNAP IN A HOUSE OR TWO

That mutt

go quick.

Large, well located store

build-

ing

For sale at a bargain.

Porterfield

Furious Fighting.

&

8outh of Viaduct, on First 8treet,

tiOW.

Special Machinery
G. E.

ML
CO
$5. Per
SO

J

i

la

CO.

The Williams Drug Co.
O. B.

FOR ALU KINDS OF WORK.

Crroc..e...4mrc.t

I

PLUMBING

New Planing Mill

Co.

Gold Ave.
W.
Hoffman, of Harper, Wash., I
had a bitter battle,
with chronic
stomach and liver trouble, but at last
I won and cured my diseases
by the
use of Electric Hitters. I unhesitati- WAS PREPARED FOR SHlPWnbv.iv eKXXXXXXXXXXXXCXDOCOCCCOCO
ngly recommend them to all. and
Block
don't Intend in the future to be wlth-- i field," said Dexter. "Now, 'Rube' had
out tbem in the bouse. They arent'V('r sel'n a boat in his life until he
certainly a wonderful medicine, u',eft Louisville for Cincinnati.
The
have cured such a bad case as mine.", players forced him to wear a life presold ......
under guarantee to do the same screvr during the night, and after
.
I
l
i
j
mcy
"
wmyiivu J in
nr juu, vy antl uruct:isis,
niuiuuer
ai uuc a Ut.!...
uegan tnrowing water against his
home, rry them today.
stateroom door. Someone shouted that
COKK - MILL WOOD
When out shopping, don't forget
was sinking, and Rube bolted
Mrs. Wilson, corner of Gold avenue ollt f ,n' stateroom clad only In his
KINDLING
gown and life preserver.
and Third street.
j night
If
o
some of the Ikivs hadn't been quick
Torturing eczema spreads' its burn- - aliout it. Rnuo would have been over
lug area every day. Doan'a Ointment the side
of the boat and into the
quickly stops its spreading, instantly water."
COTM 'PHONE
removes the Itching, cures it pcrma-- l
Dexter adds that he can bring evl
nently. At any drug store.
J derice
to prove his story.
maxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxKxm

STANDARD HEATING

AND

GO TO THE

"For seven years." writes George

GUSTAF80N, Proprietor.
O. DINSDALB

Ton

Boarding Horse

a Specialty

B. A. SLEYSTER

'

INSURANCE,

REAL ESTATE-NOT- ARY
PDBLIC.
Room 6, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone, 174.
WHEN YOU WANT MILL WORK
DONE, GO TO THE ALBUQUERQUE
PLANING MILL.

.

WILLIAMS and P. W. SCHMALM AACK, Proprietor.

Prescriptions Always
Compounded by a
Member of the Firm

HIGHLAND LIVER
STABLE

W.H.Hafm&Co

117 WEST

RAILROAD

ALBUQUERQUE. N.

AVENUE,

M.

Citizen Want Ads Bring, The Best Results

i

w

CATARRH

The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on the Belen

..,

!.

Railway

"0-fo-

nt-a-

ALL

PAST LIMITED EXPRESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE

WILL CO OVER THE MAIN LINE
We need

first-clas-

s

THROUGH

TO BELEN,

EAST AND WEST. NORTH

AND SOUTH.

bakery, tailor shop, shoe house, jewelwr, plumbing shop, placing mill,

s

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY DEEDS.
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

JOHN BECKER,
A:Uy liillanwnniH'li.

F"e

Of 1.000 business and resid'.'nte lots, size 25x142 feet, laid out with broa.l 8" and
streets, with alleys 20 feet wide, with lieautiful lake nd public park and grand old sbJii." trtts; public school house, coating )16,000; churches. Commercial club; a population of 1.500 inhabitants; largest mercantile establishments
n New Mexico; the Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity, 150 barrels daily; large winery; three hotels,
restaurants, etc. Belen is the largest shipping point for wool, flour, wheat, wine, bean and hay in Central New .Mexico. Its Importance as a great commercial railroad city in the r future cannot be estimated.

""M

ttin Me nlir.oe,
t'Mr.i ut
i.J
Ilutl
ud hnfll. Inr-- t Hl.-- . toivM.M
KlMrf.i Tn-l- o
lutvnt ! 1
l)r iLViiU nr l.y mill; 1 nil
''"i
hLt iiUU' UiiU:'., W i.u fcircWi't--

Santa

The Belen Town and Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite

first-clas-

K

&

at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe systemleading east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

The lot offered are In the center of the city, well graded, (msny of them Improved by cultivation); no rand or gravel.
coal and wood yard, drug store, harness shop, etc., etc. Also a
modern hotel.

m

Balm

of The Atchison, Topeha

Cut-o- ff

Belen, is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M.,

CATARRH
tlj's Cream

The

IN

The San Antonio Express says:
Mniy railroad men were interested
witnesses to the collision of locomotives at the San Antonio international
fair grounds the other day. Hut most
of them are of the opinion the wreck
was a show that should not have been
permitted, because of its uselessne.
It is pointed out by them that there
can be no good purpose in ihi sort
of an exhibition, and that there is
nothing learned by looking at the
wanton destruction of property ;is accomplished In the exhibition wreck.
Of course, there Is another reason
why railroad exhibition wreck are
not popular with railroad men. There
is a probability that the horrors of
the Rpectacle may diminish the busi
neau oi mnroaa companies to a certain limited extent. ISut this is not

cutis

vV

TO WRECKS

RAILROAD

!

When the Pump and Engine are ALL
RIGHT, WE GUARANTEE our Outfit for 5 year. We are Headquarter
for Power Pumping Machinery. Sead
for Catalogue.
. , ' .

1

HAVING GONE WRONG.

-

H

E

B

te

-

BY

g

1

I..
Some days ago a man named-H- .
Miner was sent down to Deining from
Silver City to relieve the day operator anil tlrkwr agent on the Santa
Fe, but for some reason did not go to
work; Instead, he loafed around the
'ticket office a dav or two and then
left for the north, says the Headlight.
Agent Creamer learned that he went
out of here on a pass, and being sat
isfied that he was not right, commu
nicated with the officials at San Marcial, with the result that Miller was
brought back here by fhe division superintendent
yesterday. On arrival
here it did not take long to get at the,
truth of the matter, which was that
Henry Bettis and Miller had fixed up
the telegraphic pass for Miller to
leave on and had signed all the names
necessary to make it appear good.
As a result, Ixnu of these young men
are now in the bastili- under $750
bonds each, and which so far, they
have, been unable to give.
A party has just been sem to the
pen from Bernalillo county for this
very same crime, so that it don't look
K'uxl for these fellows.

PUMPING
IS A SUCCESS

ten-cen-

-

Y.

IRRIGATION

acp0?3''

CO

n.

p,

1

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY

A. E. WALKER,

Hol-com- o

.!.

Woolens laundered without shrinking. We have added to our already well equipped laundery a machine wh which we can handle
woolen
without shrinking. When we are through with them they
are just like new. If other laundries shriek them, bring them to us
and we will straighten them out for you.

The Belen Tnun and Imnrovement Gomnanv
WM. M. BEROER,
President

Secretary"

fill

m
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LOCAL AND
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1

WEATHER INDICATIONS.
Fair tonight colder southeast portion Sunday fair.
Klffgo Haea. the district attorney
at Socvrro, Is lu're on business to

Advance Guard of
Christmas Gifts

day.
H. P. Hardshar, of

Santa Ke, Internal revenue collector, is In the city
on official business.
ShM-ami Slipperi make the most welcome Christmas presents.
The county commissioners held a
snort session this afternoon for the
They make more than up in sense what they may lack in sentitransaction of general business.
ment. And after all, the gift that can be put to practical use Is the
On account of the snow on the
one that is most highly appreciated.
We hare the right kind of
mountains at Thoreau, the Navajo
dance announced to take place there
footwear and make the lowest prices. We want to get your trade,
tomorrow, has been called off.
and we want to hold It.
C. F. Waugh. formerly of this city,
hut now representing a Trinidad wholesale grocery establishment, Is makMen's Shoe, for Dreaa or Work,
,
ing a tour of New Mexico towns.
1.65 to $4.00
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander Spier, of
Men' Slipper, Leather or Felt,
Santa Fe, passed through tho city on
75c to $2.50
Thursday night for southern California, where they will visit for several
Women' Shoe, Light or Heavy,
weeks.
$1.50 to
Mrs. L. R. Thompson, accompanied
Women's Slipper, Leather or Felt,
Miss
by her daughter,
Gertrude
60c to $2.75
Thompson, left for Los Angeles last
Children' Shoe and Slipper,
evening, where they will spend the
85c to $2.50
i
winter.
Harry Kelly, or Gross, Kelly & com0 pany,
returned to Las Vegas this
morning, after having spent a conpte
of days In the city transacting business.
Hon. and Mrs. Aniaiio Chaves, promRemember Thanksgiving!
inent ppople of Santa Fe, who have
It's rapidly approaching, and revisited Washington. 1). C, and other
member also that our store affords eastern cities,- taave returned to the
, the beet facilities
for the selection of territorial capital.
-- th
best- groceries
and table
The annual meeting of the Woman
Everything
tbat'Ytends to Missionary society of the Chrtstian
'
'.
make your Thanksglrlng dinner a church will be held In the Woman's
source of gastronomic delight, will be club room Monday evening. Decem
found In our stock, which lias been ber 4. Everybody Invited.
provided for the
most carefully
M. E. Porter, who has
for some
Thanksgiving season.
months past been employed as a photographer for F. J. Houston, has resigned, to accept a similar position
Nos. 118 and 120, South Second St.
with Hawley on the corner.
Mrs. W. H. Hahn, of this city, and
her mother, Mrs. Smith, of Ixmg Island, N. Y., are In Santa Fe on a visit
to Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Nudlng. Mrs.
Nudlng Is the daughter of Mrs. Hahn.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Triant, of
Grand Rapids, Mich., are visiting in
the city, en route to the Pacific coast.
Mr. Triant' is a wealthy lumberman,
who In very prominent in eastern commerce.
All Elks are ordered to meet at the
Elks' opera house tomorrow (Sunday)
afternoon at 1:30 o'clock to attend
memorial services, ny order of the
Mail
.
Filled.
exalted ruler. Roy McDonald, secretary.
Mrs. Robert Dross, wile of the expert accountant, who has been visitALBUQUERQUE LUMBER CO.
ing In San Francisco, is expected to arrive tonight, when the family will go
to housekeeping at No. 401 West Lead
N. M. avenue.
Miss Sarah Hotelling went to Madrid this morning to visit her sister,
Mrs. Steward, who recently moved to
Madrid from Albuquerque. Miss Hotelling expects to be absent from the
ctly several weeks.
The case of Mcintosh vs. Romero,
wherein the lioundary lines of the Chi-lil- i
land grant are In question, was
taken up by Judge Abbott this morn
UNREDEEMED PLEDGES AT LOW PRICES
ing and has consumed the whoje of
I have a large stock of diamonds, big and little, and some of
the court's attenuon today.
the
most beautiful gems ever brought to this country, that I am going to
Don. J. Rankin, the county surveyor,
sell before the new year, and I will se)l them cheap rather than ship
will go to Alameda Monday morning,
them to an eastern wholesale market.
where he will commence work on the
Los Corrales bridge, which was dam
aged some time ago by high water. J.
114 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE.
K. Haines will go along to assist Mr.
Rankin.
William Fraser. the extensive sheep
raiser of the Chilili neighborhood, has
returned to the city from the ranges.
He reports pretty cold weather on the
BOOK8- ranges, with snow, rain and wrnd
STATIONERY.
Up to date Picture Framing.
storms, but says, nevertheless,
the
t
sheep are In line condition.
Dr. L.' D. Conner, an osteopath of
Phoenix, Arizona, is In the city, be
ing called here by a telegram an
nouncing the serious Illness of his
NEXT DOOR.TO POSTOFFICE.
brother. Dr. C. H. Conner, who has
been dangerously ill with typhoid
fever, but reported much better to
day.
This Store Will Lengthen Your Christmas Purse
J. R. Farwell has resigned as chief
engineer for the Albuquerque East
ern Railway company, and will leave
A BEAUTIFUL LINE OF DOLL
CARRIAGES
AND
HOLIDAY
tomorrow evening for Guadalaiara.
Mexico, where he has a flatterlnir of
GOODS GALORE.
fer from a new road. Mrs. Farwell
will accompany Mr. Farwell to Mex
BEST IN TALKING MACHINE8. ' COLUMBIA
ico.
GRAPHAPHONES
The marriage of Miss Marv Nlsbet
nd Supplies.
CIGARS.'
Hull, of Athens, Ga., and Judge W. H.
I
CANDY.
Pope of Roswell, took place recently
in tho pretty Georgia town, the residence of the bride. Many congratulatory telegrams were sent Judge and
Mrs. rope by friends throughout tnu
$4-0-

oeoooooooooooo

dell-cade-

F. F. TROTTER

ooooooooooooo

Iitraibeis

SasSiaDS30rs'

Cement and Rex Flintkote
Roofing.
Orders Promptly

First and Marquette,

Albuquerque,

DIAMONDS

1
v
X

struction of the works of the 'company. Mr. Collins found the present
ample and that It could
water
If necessary.
H
be increased
Is
highly pl iim (I with the feasibility of
the plan.
E. W. Halpin, formerly of Albuquerque, but now of Fort Worth, Texas, Is
In the city selling soap for the Swift
Packing company. Previous to moving to Texas. Mr. Halpin traveled for
the Colorado Packing company In New
Mexico.
He still has these two territories to travel over, but his headquarters and line are different.
l'robablv the most largely attended
wedding of the season will be "The
Marriage of Kitty" on Tuesday night,
at the Elks' opera bouse, to Sir Reginald Uelsle Hart, l.OOo invitations for
which have been received by the best
people of the city. "The Marriage of
Kitty" Is recommended as one or the
cleverest performances on the road.
Announcements are out for the marriage of Miss Carrie Lenta ,to Phiup
A. Speckniann, which took place at
on Thanksgiving' Day. The
bride is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
A. W. Lents, prominent people of the
Estancla valley, and the groom Is the
editor and publisher of the Estancla
News, the leading weekly paper of
Torrance county.
Residents of the southeastern part
of the city are being greatly annoyed
of late by a pack of dogs, which are
making the nights hideous and almost
unbearable. Thoy are' of the opinion
that the dog catcher could find an excellent field for furthering his work
by vlsitinj this part of Albuquerque
.

HENRY YANOW, tho Pawn Broker

00K04C

A

'

A

CLASS

DIAMONDS

wnen bought right are a good Investment Our prices are right We InrlU
you to coil and examine the beautl nl diamond goods
ire are offering; also

WATCHES,

JEWELRY,

SILVERWARE,

Mall orders receive special attention.
RAILROAD

avenue.

EVERITT

ETC.

LEADING JEWELER

like a nut In Its shell about the kind of Clothe

8UIT8

ON SALE

THEMSELVES

BY

AND

0VERC0AT8

ON

8ALE

HERE

this store sells.
THIS FALL ARE

STANDING

BY THEMSELVES

ABOVE

ANYTHING

EVER

IN THE SOUTHWEST.

We'll Prove It to You:

Suits sell at $10.09 to $30.00, Overcoats $8.00 to $27.50

SIMON STERN 9
OOOOOOOOOCXXXXX)OCXXX0
HIGHEST PRICE PAID FOR
OLD CLOTHING.
M. Linger,
303 SOUTH
FIRST STREET.
Corner of Silver Avenue.
COOOOCOCXXXDOOOOCOOOOOCOO
NEW
LINE OF PICTURE
MOULDINGS. HAVE YOUR PIC- TURES FRAMED BEFORE THE
HOLIDAY RUSH. C. A. HUD- SON, NO. 118 NORTH SECOND

Byroad Avenue Clothier

The

Signet Rings
Are always acceptable presents for either ladies or gentlemen. We
engrave them free of charge, and we assure you they will please.
Call and see what we have to offer you.

8TREET.

'
Hawley on the corner, has Just received a large consignment of kodaks
and accessories. He has ' just what
you want.
Woman loves a clear,

rosy

com-

plexion.
Burdock Blood Bitters purifies the blood,
clears the skin, re-

IVI
113

AYN ARD,

The Jeweler

SOUTH SECOND STREET.

e

itututnturtii
ALBUQUERQUE DANCING
ACADEMY.

Open Saturday nights at Col- -'
ombo hall. Instructions from 8
to 9 o'clock. Social dancing
from 9 to 12 o'clock.

iim mmtt ttii

If In need of fine liquors tor family
and medicinal purposes, call on Er
nest Meyers A Co., 116 West Silver
avenue.
LAND MATTERS.
H. W. S. Otero,

United States Court Commissioner,
West Silver avenue. Will attend
to matters before the land office.
703

STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING
Call and Examine the Beautiful Goods
Displayed in Our Sample Booms

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL HARDWARE

Call at 121

Farm Implements, Pumps, Pipe and Fittings, Hose,
Belting, Packing, Engines, Boilers, Steam Pumps,
Harness, Saddles, Leather, Ranch Supplies. V.1tt for Pricts

Cut

Flowers

LARGEST STOCK IN THE SOUTH WEST

We're sure to have jusl what
we'll deliver them
promptly. Phone us.

you want, ami

South First Street

J

FE AVENUE.

Auto Phone,

401-40-

North Fint Strret

3

i i

118.

MBHHBsT

0

0

territory.

CHAS. F. MYERS.

G. A. Collins, of

the firm of Cobert
Collins, civil engineers of Santa Fe,
passed up the road yesterday for
Santa Fe from a visit to Socorro,
where he was for some days going
over the plans and ugures prepared
for the Socorro Electric Light and
Power company, preparatory to commencing active operations on the con
&

HARDWARE

RKTAIL.

We Carry "The Best" Heaters

and Ranges

CALL AND SEE OUR FINE LINE. WE WILL SAVE YOU MONEY.
COLE'S "HOT BLAST," "TUBULAR" HOT DRAFT, MOUNTAIN OAK
AND GREAT WESTERN HEATERS. RADIANT HOME, AMERICAN GEM AND PERFECT
HOME BASE BURNERS. SUPERIOR QUICK
MEAL, JOHN VAN AND PACIFIC STEEL RANGES.
GALVANIZED AND JAPANED COAL HODS, FIRE SHOVELS, POKERS, ETC.

I

Cravanette Coats

WM. M'INTOSP.

Proprietors

wnoivrcsATrc

r--

COLE'S HOT BLAST.

SHEET IKOX 1F.RATKRS.

The long Rain Coat in medium weight is becomming more popular'every

day, as a dressy, light weight overcoat
It covers a full dress or Prince Albert and ir just what is needed

by'all

stylish men.
WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED A NEW STOCK

Black Cheviot
Grey Worsted

$16.00
18.00

.

0

WE CARRYTHE MOST COMPLETE STOCK
BREAD

UpQt P.nlH Avp

MAKERS,

RIFLES, SHOTGUNS

CAKE

OF FOOD

CHOPPERS.

I

1

V

.

M.

MAKERS.

STUDEBAKER WAGONS AND BUGGIES.
MACHINISTS' TOOLS A SPEC ALTY.

THE

E. L. WASHBURN CO.
11Q

OF

WE INVITE THE TRADE TO INSPECT THEM.

AND AMMUNITION.

CALL AND SEE THEM

i

199 Qrmfh QonnnH Of
0

I

WHITNEY COMPANY

THe 'LORI9T

319 WEST SANTA

t

PLUMBING

Hawley on the corner, opposite the
does kodak finishing. First-clas- s
work guaranteed.

Drop In at the AVhlte Elephant tonight and partake of a fine lunch. Free
to everybody, and all welcomed.

0
8

AIjBUQUERQUE, n. m.

Ault-maV-

I

0

f

stores ruddy, sound health.
The International Stock Food comLADIES' TAILORING.
pany has for sale several high grade
colts from the home of Dan Patch,
Madam Gross, of New York city. Is
Buttonwood, Directum, Directum, Jr.,
and Roy Wilkes. Information on ap now ready to receive customers. Call,
plication to E. W. Fee, 620 South Sec- and imagine you are calling at
in New York city. You will
ond street.
receive work equal to theirs. One
Free lunch at the White Elephant trial will convince the most fastidious
tonight.
lady that Madam Gross understands
her business. Railroad avenue, over
Dance at the Casino Saturday even B. Ilfeld's. Room
2t.
ing. Music by the Loebs-Devinorchestra. Only respectable people
Don't forget the resort tonight
the White Elephant. Free lunch servOne of the finest free lunches of the ed at 9 o'clock.
season will be served at Zelger'a cafe
this evening, beginning at 9 o'clock.
Partake of the big dinner at the
Everybody Invited.
Hotel Columbus tomorrow.

postoffice,

IVES,

W5.

PERFECT FIT, PERFECT CLOTH, PERFECT WORKMANSHIP.

Partake of the big dinner at the
Hotel Columbus, tomorrow.

Store

2,

TAILORED UP TO THE HIGHEST STATE OF PERFECTION.

i

Newcomer ' Book and Art

which fit

truism

THE KIND OF CLOTHES

Partalie of tho big dinner at the
Hotel Columbus tomorrow.
Spend your leisure time at the pool
hall at No. 115 West Railroad

FOR SALE
FOR SALE Tent house.
North Arno street.

DECEMBER

"Some Men Are Great Because Those
Who Surround Them Are Small"

occasionally--

Architect La Drier, who ha been
quite 111 the past few weeks with a
badly swollen right leg from rueumv
''sin, U thinking seriot'sly of ?oing f
the Faywoo.-- l ot springs In a ft-- days
U; "get boiled 'lit."
the"
J. C.
second-han- j
dealer on West1 Gold avenue, who recently had his right snoulder broken
in a fall from his blcysle, Is up and
around, and the broken bone Is knitting nicely.
Undertaker E. Fuehr this morning
was notified of the death of Mrs.
Baca, at ner home,
about
eighty miles north of this city. Deceased was 60 years of age.
Mrs. George H. Cross, who spent
Thanksgiving here with her daughter,
M"rs. John Fletcher, has returned to
her pretty home in Santa Fe.
COLLECTION OF TAXES.
.1. F. Silva.
deputy collector and
treasurer of Sumlovai county, Is In the
city today from Hornallllo, and made
a handsome deposit of funds to the
credit of that county from tax collections. Mr. Silva is also superintendent of public schools of that county.
We can furnish you the Christmas
stockings, as well as the most practical gifts to fill them with. A pair
of dainty, up to date shoes and clippers or a box of Black Cat hose, will
give more satisfaction to loth giver
and receiver,
than
anything else.
When out shopping pay us a visit and
you wIN find suitable presents for the
whole family and for all your friends.
C. May's shoe store, 314 West Railroad avenue.
Torturing eczemu epreat.s Hp burning area every day. Dean's Ointment
quickly stops Its spreading. Instantly
removes the Itching, cures it permanently. .At any drug store.

SATUROAY,

No. 215

FAMOUS

West Railroad Avenue

Albuquerque, New Mexico

i

